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Introduction

The main focus of this work is Lotfitka Romani spoken in Estonia by both the Lotfitka and Laloritka Roma. It belongs to the Northeastern Romani branch (hereafter NE) of the language tree and is genetically most closely related to the Latvian Romani dialect spoken in Latvia.

The aim of this thesis is to offer more detailed information about the Estonian Lotfitka dialect (hereafter EL), as more data has been collected in past years. Anton Tenser (2008) has given a detailed overview of the NE Romani group (Polish, Russian, Lithuanian, Latvian and Estonian Romani) in his PhD dissertation, and the goal of this thesis is to complement his data on the EL dialect. Tenser draws attention to potential sub-groups, innovation areas, and features of the group as a whole dialectological unit.

In addition, the objective of the thesis is to compare EL to its closest related Romani dialect, Latvian Lotfitka (hereafter LL), and analyze the influence of Estonian Xaladytka (hereafter EX), another NE dialect that is also spoken in Estonia. The material on EX is presented together with material on its Latvian counterpart, Latvian Xaladytka (hereafter LX) to give more detailed insight into changes happening in a small language community where speakers of different dialects are involved in intensive interaction.

The first part of the thesis offers a brief insight into Estonian Romani dialects, research on Estonian Romani, and a sociolinguistic background of Estonian Romani speakers. The second part is a grammatical description that includes phonology, nominals and adverbs, verbs, and syntax. The grammatical description is followed by a discussion on the Russian influence on the Estonia Lotfitka dialect, and on the conservative features in EL compared to LL. The discussion on the Russian influence focuses on the recent Russian influence in EL that is not demonstrated in LL.

The Estonian Roma community is relatively small and is estimated to consist of 500 to 1,100 Roma. Romani is an oral language, and very few recorded or written examples of Romani language have been collected in Estonia. The Estonian Romani community is active and finding ways to preserve their culture and language as well as motivated to develop written materials for children and youth on local Romani dialects. The current thesis may be helpful in documenting the dialect and emphasizing the features that are particularly characteristic to EL compared to LL and EX.
1 Roma Groups and Romani dialects in Estonia

Until the Second World War, three Romani dialects were spoken in Estonia: Lajenge, Lotfitka and Xaladytka. Lajenge (Laiuse) Romani belonged to the North-western group of Romani dialects, but all the speakers were killed by the Nazi regime in 1939. Today, two NE dialects remain. Other speakers of the NE group in the Baltics and surrounding areas are the Ruska Roma (also known as the Xaladytka), the Polska Roma (in the northern areas of Poland), the Litovska Roma in Lithuania and the Lotfitka Roma (Tenser 2008: 12).

Today some Lotfitka speakers divide themselves to two groups, the Lotfitka Roma or ‘Latvian Roma’ and the Laloritka Roma or ‘Estonian Roma’. In the description of the dialect, the examples are marked with the endonyms of the speakers as Lotfitka or Laloritka, but the dialect as a whole is referred to as Lotfitka following Mānušs (1997). The Latvian Roma activist and linguist Leksa Mānušs (1997: 6) divides the Lotfitka dialect in Latvia into the Vidzeme, Kurzeme and Latgale subgroups and highlights some of the differences. In this work this classification is not used due to a small number of data on EL.

In the following sections I will briefly describe the four Roma groups that are now living in Estonia or have lived in the area in the past and their dialects: the Lajenge, Lotfitka, Laloritka and Xaladytka Roma. Paragraph 1.5 describes the language knowledge and language use of the Roma in Estonia.

1.1 The Lajenge Roma (Laiuse Roma)

Lajenge Romani belonged to the Northwestern group of Romani dialects and was more closely related to the dialect spoken in Sweden and Finland (Ariste 1940a: 21–25; Matras 2002: 10). The Lajenge Roma migrated to the territory of what is today Estonia through Sweden or Finland some time after 1600 (Ariste 1940a: 1–5). In 1839 the Russian emperor demanded that all Roma become settled, and Roma from Baltics were concentrated in the Laiuse area in 1841–1844 (Ariste 1940a: 10; Blomster 1999).

Examples of Lajenge Romani are presented in August Friedrich Pott’s (1844) work Die Zigeuner in Europa und Asien: ethnographisch-linguistische Untersuchung, vornehmlich
Paul Ariste collected language data from the Lajenge Roma from the 1930s until the Second World War. Unfortunately, all of the speakers of the Lajenge dialect were killed in the Second World War. (Kukk 1983: 434) By the time Ariste interacted with the Lajenge Roma, their dialect had been strongly influenced by Estonian (Ariste 1940a: 20).

After the Second World War, there were no samples collected from the Lajenge Roma in Estonia, and it is not certain if there are any Lajenge speakers or descendants that would have some knowledge of the dialect. According to the information gathered during my fieldwork among some Laloritka Roma, Lajenge has become a designation for Roma who are losing their culture and language and have become detached from the Romani way of life.

1.2 The Lotfitka Roma (Latvian Roma)

Before the Second World War, most itinerant Roma in Estonia came from Latvia in the 19th and 20th century (Lutt et al. 1999: 334). After the Second World War, only 10% of Roma of all origins survived (ibid.: 335). Continuous migration occurred from Latvia to Estonia during the Soviet era and after both states regained their independence in 1991.

The EL Roma usually see themselves as the Roma of Estonia. Still, they have retained the ethnonym Lotfitka Roma, which means Latvian Roma in the Romani language and is derived from the Polish word Łotwa for Latvia. The Estonian Roma identified the main differences between EL and LL Roma to be the birthplace and the country where education is obtained. By their own understanding, the main linguistic differences in the speech of the LL and EL dialects were intonation and loanwords—Latvian loans in the speech of LL and Estonian loanwords in EL. (Ross 2013: 16–17)

In 2016 according to the Central Statistical Bureau of Latvia, 5,297 Roma were registered to live in Latvia (Table ISG07). The figure includes different Roma groups, e.g. Lotfitka Roma, Xaladytka Roma, Polish Roma, etc. The most recently available information on Romani spoken among the Roma are from the Latvian Population Census of 2000, according to which 5,637 Roma out of a total of 8,205 spoke Romani as their mother tongue. Latvian was spoken as the mother tongue by 1,670 Latvian Roma and Russian by
574 Roma. 324 Roma have a mother tongue other than Romani, Latvian or Russian. Unfortunately, there is no additional data on the language skills of the Roma.

1.3 The Laloritka Roma (Estonian Roma)

The Laloritka Roma are a group of Roma speaking the Lotfitka dialect. Although the dialect they speak seems to be the same as that of the Lotfitka Roma, they prefer to refer to themselves with another ethnonym. Their endonym is derived from the name given to Estonians by the Latvian Roma—*Laloritka* ‘Estonian’. It originates from *laloro* ‘mute’, but the original meaning seems to be lost as the interviewed Roma couldn’t identify any other meanings of *laloro* besides ‘Estonian’. Mānušs (1997: 6) was also familiar with the endonym Laloritka Roma.

Similarly to EL Roma, the Laloritka Roma distinguish themselves as people born and having obtained education in Estonia. The Laloritka Roma differentiate themselves from the Lotfitka Roma the same way as the EL Roma do from the LL Roma. Both groups distinguish their culture from the LL Roma, which is visible in the way the Lotfitka are described. The Laloritka claim to have a stronger influence from Estonian language and the Lotfitka more from Latvian. The differences are said to be in the vocabulary and the accent.

Further research must be carried out to clarify if the two groups are uniform in the matter of culture or if they move in two different spheres, with the Lotfitka keeping stronger ties with Latvia and the Laloritka being more influenced by Estonian culture. Linguistically it seems that the differences are strongly present in idiolects, but based on current data, it is not possible to see outstanding distinctions. The differences might grow in time, and therefore I have marked the ethnonyms in the language examples.

1.4 The Xaladytka Roma (Russian Roma)

The Xaladytka Roma are Roma living in Estonia and speaking the Xaladytka Romani dialect (North Russian Romani), which belongs to the same dialect group as Lotfitka Romani. According to Lutt et al. (1999: 335), before the First World War there were around
10 families of Russian Roma travelling in eastern Estonia. Between the world wars the population of Russian Roma in the eastern part of Estonia increased, but the Second World War had a devastating impact on the Xaladytka Roma and for the rest of the Roma population as well. The migration from the east continued throughout the Soviet period. Some of the Russian Roma migrated to Estonia from Petseri County when it became part of Estonia in 1920 (Ariste 1967).

1.5 Language proficiency and language use among Roma in Estonia

According to the 2011 Estonian Population and Housing Census, there are 482 Roma living in Estonia. Data for the census is voluntarily given by Roma themselves, and data about the mother tongue, foreign languages and ethnicity are given by Roma according to their interpretation and understanding. Within the framework of the census, no data differentiating the Roma groups has been collected and made available.

According to the census data from 2011, Romani is spoken as the mother tongue by 339 Roma, but no data is available how many people speak Romani as a foreign language. Romani dialects are not differentiated in the data. In 2000 there were 426 Roma out of 542 Roma who spoke Romani as their mother tongue and 50 who named Romani as one of the foreign languages they speak.

Table 1. Mother tongues of Estonian Roma according to the 2000 and 2011 Estonian Census. (Estonian Population and Housing Census 2000 [Table RL225]; Estonian Population and Housing Census 2011 [Table RL0442])

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Total</th>
<th>Romani</th>
<th>EST</th>
<th>RUS</th>
<th>LAT</th>
<th>Ukrainian</th>
<th>English</th>
<th>Finnish</th>
<th>Other</th>
<th>Unknown</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2000</td>
<td>542</td>
<td>426</td>
<td>45</td>
<td>59</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2011</td>
<td>482</td>
<td>339</td>
<td>44</td>
<td>83</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The most common languages spoken by Estonian Roma beside Romani are Russian, Estonian and Latvian. According to the census (Estonian Population and Housing Census 2011), Russian is spoken by 329 Roma and Estonian by 263 Roma. According to the census taken in 2000, there were 120 Roma out of 542 Roma living in Estonia who spoke
Latvian. The Estonian Lotfitka and Laloritka Roma usually speak Estonian and Russian and have knowledge of Latvian to some extent.

The knowledge of Latvian depends on the strength of family relations and on the period of emigration from Latvia. The EX Roma speak Russian as a second language and the younger generation born and raised in Estonia has some knowledge of Estonian.

Romani is listed as a foreign language in the data if it is not identified as the mother tongue by the speaker. Therefore, the feature includes people who have identified themselves as Roma but have listed some language other than Romani as their mother tongue.

Table 2. **Foreign languages spoken by Estonian Roma according to the 2000 and 2011 Estonian Census** (Estonian Population and Housing Census 2000 [Table RL226]; Estonian Population and Housing Census 2011 [Table RL0443])

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Language</th>
<th>2000</th>
<th>2011</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Romani</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Estonian</td>
<td>312</td>
<td>263</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Russian</td>
<td>409</td>
<td>329</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Latvian</td>
<td>120</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Finnish</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>34</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>English</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>87</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Does not know any other language</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>26</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Unknown</td>
<td>42</td>
<td>30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total number of Roma</td>
<td>542</td>
<td>482</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

According to Ross (2013), Romani is mostly spoken amid family members, relatives and friends of Romani origin. Romani is used in few everyday and family life activities. Public materials are not produced in Romani and no regular official activities are held in Romani for children or adults. This restricts the language use only to family and friends of Roma origin and also motivates speakers to switch to using Estonian and Russian while discussing more complex topics.

The main influence reducing the use of Romani for the younger generation is schooling—
in Estonia no education is provided in Romani nor there are any textbooks or learning materials provided by the state. There are no Roma with teaching skills who could run the schooling programs for Sunday schools and mother tongue lessons. The task to bring Romani to formal education is even more complicated as the local Romani dialects are not standardized.

Section 5 of § 21 Language of instruction of the Estonian Basic Schools and Upper Secondary Schools Act (2010) states that if at least 10 pupils studying at a school have a native language other than the language of instruction, the school shall organize language and culture teaching. There is not any competence of Romani either among teachers and researchers outside the community who could support the initiative to teach the language and culture in the official framework.

Estonia provides support to Sunday schools for minorities, but the teacher has to meet requirements that a member of the Roma community may not meet. Also, the members of the community are widely dispersed, and therefore it is difficult for them to regularly gather in one location with a sufficient number of repeat participants.

Estonia has Estonian- and Russian-medium primary schools and language immersion schools. Young Roma study in Estonian- and Russian-medium schools depending on the region and origin of their family. It is important to and natural for the families to teach both local languages—Estonian and Russian—to the next generation. This claim is also supported by the data collected by Lutt et al. (2011) for a review on Romani in the Estonian education system. According to their data, out of 57 children between the ages of 7–18 28 are already speaking Romani, Estonian and Russian, while 16 children speak only Romani and Estonian, and 13 speak Russian and Romani (ibid.: 15–16).
2 Research on Estonian Romani dialects

Research on Romani in Estonia has been unsystematic and can be summed up in three periods. Otto Wilhelm Masing and Carl Schultz collected samples of Romani speech in the beginning of 19th century (Ariste 1962: 609–610). The second period ranges from the 1930s, when the Estonian linguist Paul Ariste collected samples from the Lajenge (Laiuse) Roma (Ariste 1940a, 1967, 1984) and Lotfitka Roma (Ariste 1958, 1964, 1969, 1973, 1983). Some of his findings were published between the 1930s and the 1980s, but much of the material went missing during the Second World War. The most recent period concerns Tenser’s PhD dissertation *The Northeastern Romani dialect group* defended in 2008, which is based on linguistic questionnaires. The data used for the project was collected by Katrin Hiiietam for the Romani Morpho-Syntax (RMS) Database project. In 2013 nine 3–4-hour long translated questionnaires were collected for a University of Helsinki project called *Finnish Romani and other northern dialects of Romani in the Baltic Sea area*.

The first data collected in Estonia was from the Lajenge Roma. According to Ariste (1962: 609–610), fieldwork was initiated by history professor Friedrich Kruse for August Friedrich Pott’s work (published in 1844) and carried out by Otto Wilhelm Masing and Carl Schultz. The data was also used by Franz Miklosich in his work about Romani dialects (1872–1881), by Finnish Romani researcher Arthur Thesleff in his Finnish Romani dictionary (1901) and by Siegmund A. Wolf in his Romani dictionary (1960).

Ariste has published articles on Romani loanwords in Estonian (Ariste 1983), Finnish Romani place names (Ariste 1940b), the linguistic features of Lajenge (Laiuse) Romani (Ariste 1940a), the intonation of Romani (Ariste 1978) and Romani folklore (Ariste 1961). He also did fieldwork among the Lajenge and Latvian Roma. Additionally, he collected folk tales from young Latvian Roma in Tartu, and some of them are published under the title *Romenge paramiši (Romani Folk Tales)* (Ariste 1938). Romani was one of Ariste’s big interests, and therefore the topic was covered with many different articles, but no comprehensive work was published on the Estonian Roma. In 1939 the Nazi regime killed all the Lajenge Roma (Ariste 1984: 223) and the consequences of World War II stopped Ariste from going into with the topic as deeply as he wished (Ariste 1967). The remaining material collected by Ariste is stored at the Estonian Folklore Archives (ERA, *Mustlase*) in
two collections called Mustlase I (Gypsy I) and Mustlase II (Gypsy II). According to Kukk (1983: 434), the original material of these collections was gathered in two sets: Cingarica I, containing material from the Latvian Roma and Cingarica II, containing material collected from the Lajenge Roma in Estonia and the Finnish Roma in Finland. The Cingarica II set disappeared during World War II. Ariste’s articles in Estonian and a reprint of Romenge paramiši are collected into the book Mustlaste raamat (Ariste 2012).

Tenser’s dissertation (2008) is a detailed work on the NE dialect group and also contains information on Estonian Lotfitka. The other dialects belonging to the group are spoken in Poland, Russia, Lithuania and Latvia. In Tenser’s dissertation EL is analyzed under the name Estonian Romani. It is the only systematic work concerning Romani spoken in Estonia today and covers the linguistic features of the dialect well. As the material is collected from six speakers living in the same town, Kohila, the data does not fully cover the range of features among Roma living in Estonia, but it is still a very wide overview of the current state of the dialect.


Recently, Ross (2013) gave a small-scale overview of the multilingualism among the Estonian Roma, focusing on language usage and language proficiency.
3 Data collection

The Estonian and Latvian data used in the thesis was collected within the *Finnish Romani and other northern dialects of Romani in the Baltic Sea area* research project in 2013 by Anton Tenser, Roman Lutt and Zalina Dabla and in 2015 by Anette Ross and Zalina Dabla. There were nine interviews recorded in the first period and two interviews in 2015.

Data was collected based on the linguistic interview designed by Yaron Matras and Viktor Elšík for the Romani Morpho-Syntax Database (Matras, Elšík 2001a). The questionnaire includes separate lexical items, verb conjugation and sentences that are translated into Romani. The Estonian informants have translated the samples from Estonian or Russian and the Latvian informants from Latvian or Russian. The Estonian Romani samples were transcribed by Anton Tenser, Dainis Krauklis and Anette Ross. The Latvian Romani samples were collected and transcribed by Anton Tenser and Dainis Krauklis. The author of the thesis has reviewed the transcriptions and transcribed all five interviews with the Laloritka Roma and one interview with a member of the LL Roma.

The interviews recorded were 3–4 hours long and covered the whole linguistic questionnaire. One interview with a member of the Laloritka Roma covered half of the questionnaire and lasted for 1.5 hours.

Background information on the speaker, on the relevant dialect and on Romani and the Roma in Estonia were gathered during the collection of samples.

The RMS questionnaire has a standardized format with 240 lexical items, 100 verb conjugation items and over 700 phrases. (Tenser 2008: 15) The RMS database was initiated in 1998 to provide a tool for analyzing the language from historical, typological, contact-theoretical and dialectological perspectives—therefore, to compare dialect-specific innovations, to examine the structural representation of functions across a sample of dialects, to examine contact influences, and to examine the link between innovations and their geographical distribution. (Matras; White; Elšík 2009)

As indicated by the creators (Matras; White; Elšík 2009) of the RMS Database, a comparative approach to the diverse dialects of Romani is essential in the absence of

---

1 The RMS database is accessible on the web page [http://romani.humanities.manchester.ac.uk/rms/](http://romani.humanities.manchester.ac.uk/rms/).
written documentation on earlier stages of the language. The comparative sample provides an opportunity to observe regularities of structural change. Also, the applied questions of language codification, standardization and the mutual comprehensibility of Romani dialects are best addressed by comparing lexical and grammatical structures.

3.1 Informants

Estonian Romani language samples have been collected from 7 Lotfitka speakers, including 5 Laloritka Roma and two Lotfitka Roma, and from 4 Xaladytka Roma. Latvian Romani samples were collected from 14 Lotfitka speakers and 3 Xaladytka speakers.

The Laloritka Roma interviewed currently live in Paide, Pärnu and Tapa. They have also lived in Elva, Tartu, Rakvere, Viljandi, Tallinn and in small villages around these towns. The samples were collected from four women and one man between the ages of 25 and 65.

The two Estonian Lotfitka Roma interviewed currently live in Pärnu and Tapa and have also lived in Rapla, Kohtla-Järve, Rakvere and Kohila. Both are female and around 30 years old. One of the Lotfitka Roma interviewed was born in Latvia and moved to Estonia in early childhood.

The Estonian Xaladytka Roma live in Tapa, Kohila, Narva and Tallinn. Two were born in Russia and migrated to Estonia at the age of 7 and 18, respectively. Three of the informants are female and one is male. One of them is around 25 and the three other speakers from 60 to 75.

3.2 Transcriptions of the samples

The transcription of the Romani samples varies based on the area from which the sample has been collected. I have marked long vowels with double letters in EL, e.g. aa and with a macron on a single letter as used in the Latvian language for LL, e.g. ā. The palatalization is marked either with an apostrophe in some words to keep the structure similar and easy to compare, and usually with the letter j in the example sentences. In the example sentences, especially in the Xaladytka dialect, palatalization is often not marked. As Romani is an oral
language and samples have been collected from different locations, the transcriptions are often based on the orthography of the contact languages and not fully accurate, i.e. palatalization of affricates is not always marked; long consonants are either marked with a single or double letter; and differences in vowel distinction, especially the differentiation of /a/, /æ/ and /e/ are not always made.
4 Romani linguistics and language contact

This chapter gives a brief overview of certain topics that are relevant for Romani linguistics, language documentation and language contact.

4.1 Language contact and multilingualism

Roma in Estonia that have maintained their mother tongue Romani are multilingual. As Matras (2002: 191) stated, multilingualism is common for Roma in general if they still speak Romani as their mother tongue. In the case of the Estonian Roma, all individuals beside young children actively use at least one local language on an everyday basis. The situation is more complex when we take a look at the language skills of individual people. Most of the Estonian Roma speak Romani and Russian, but not all of the Estonian Roma are multilingual in the same languages, i.e. only some of the Estonian Roma have proficiency in Estonian and Latvian. The language contact between Romani and Estonian or Romani and Latvian could be described as a ‘contact situation in which at least some people use at least more than one language’ (Thomason 2001: 1).

In the case of Romani in Estonia we can refer only to the spoken language. The language used today is written down in personal interactions on social media, but the written form varies highly. Analyzing the language data and describing the features of the specific dialect, it is a question whether the forms that appear in individuals’ speech are established among more speakers or are an individual innovation. Weinreich (1953: 11) sees it as distinguishing speech and language: ‘in speech it [interference] occurs anew in the utterances of the bilingual speaker as a result of his personal knowledge of the other tongue’. In language the interference phenomena have become habitualized and established as frequently occurs in the speech of bilinguals (ibid.). Backus (2013) points out in his article on the usage-based approach to borrowability that it is important to see how many people use innovative forms, i.e. how conventionalized they are in the speech community, and how entrenched a particular unit is in the linguistic competence of the individual speaker. The frequency of innovative utterances in the speech is one way to estimate the degree of the cognitive entrenchment of the utterances.

In documenting and describing the ongoing changes, my focus is on the changes that are
conventionalized by the community, i.e. accepted and used by various members. Still, in this analysis with its limited amount of data, it is hard to distinguish between the individual language choice that might not be consistent and permanent, and between changes that are taking place in the whole speech community. Romani has had limited usage as a language of informal interaction, and borrowings of Latvian, Estonian and Russian are part of everyday language use. The speakers of Romani in Estonia must adapt their speech according to the interlocutor’s knowledge of local languages and Romani dialects. In the case of the current data, the language of elicitation might play a role as well. Therefore, in drawing attention to new linguistic features in the dialects I have tried to focus on the features that are present in the speech of several informants a number of times. Still, when describing the plurality of variants for expressing some grammatical categories or meanings, some of the choices might be specific to the individual speaker.

The contact-induced language change in the case of Romani has taken place in the language maintenance situation described by Thomason and Kaufman (1988: 37), i.e. Romani has been spoken by generations of Roma people and maintained as their mother tongue while the language has changed through the borrowing of foreign elements. In the framework of Thomason and Kaufman, the influence of different contact languages could be evaluated on different levels based on the length and intensity of the contact. A more detailed view on the influence of Russian, Latvian and Estonian languages on EL Romani is given by the author of this thesis in a separate article (Ross 2016).

4.2 The genetic model and the geographic diffusion model

In research on Romani language it is important to pay attention both to the genetic model and the geographical diffusion model. The genetic model divides the Romani dialects into branches that developed after the Roma migrated from the Southern Balkans during the Early Romani period (roughly the Byzantine period) (Matras 2002: 215). According to the geographical diffusion model, innovation is introduced in one location and then spreads gradually (ibid.: 265).

Both models are relevant as Romani is a non-territorial language and the speakers have followed different migration routes without forming a geographical continuum. This leads
to a situation where some speakers of a specific dialect located in different areas still maintain ties with each other, and in some locations different dialects are spoken simultaneously. Innovations are then spread among dialects that are part of the same sub-branch and the speakers in different locations continue to maintain ties, and among neighbouring dialects that are not related genetically. (ibid.: 214–216)

In the case of Romani dialects spoken in Estonia, innovations are possibly spread in accordance with both models. Lotfitka speakers in Estonia and Latvia maintain ties, and therefore innovations could spread from LL to EL or vice versa. The EX dialect, which is genetically more distant, shares innovations with EL as these language communities exist beside each other and there is interaction between the two groups.
5 Phonology

This chapter discusses some important features of the vowels, consonants, and sound changes in EL and neighbouring dialects. The section on historical phonology sheds some light on more widespread changes in the NE group.

The NE dialects form a geographical continuum from Poland to Estonia, i.e. the local Roma groups are mostly settled in certain areas, interact with the closest neighbouring communities and do not move around in the whole area. Some of the phonetic changes are analyzed in the context of the whole continuum. Other changes are compared in Estonian and Latvian context, in which Lotfitka and Xaladytka dialects do not form a geographical continuum, but are two more distantly related dialects spoken in the same area.

In the chapter on phonology and elsewhere, the data is not connected to certain speakers; therefore it is important to know that more conservative forms are produced by older speakers and by speakers who do not communicate in Romani with a wide audience and are located in areas with fewer Roma. The features seem to be more dependent on the remoteness of the speaker than their age. The reason why these characteristics are not mentioned in examples is the lack of sufficient data from the region.

Tenser (2008: 282) lists features that are common for Latvian Romani as an isolate within NE dialects. Phonological features are metathesis of *pšal > špal* and voicing of *ph-* in *phuč-* > *buč-* ‘ask’. Although LL and EL share many of the features these are the ones in which EL is not participating. In addition the contraction in *dyves > dyis* ‘day’ and difference in interrogative *sav-* > *saj-* ‘which’. These two changes are shared with Sinti dialect that belongs to Northeastern dialects. Another feature that Tenser (ibid.) lists is contraction of personal markers *ker-av-as > ker-aas* ‘I have done’ that is triggered by phonological change discussed in this chapter as well.

5.1 Vowels

In addition to the inherited Romani vowels */a, e, i, o, u/* (Matras 2002: 58), the borrowed vowels in EL are */ы, õ, ä, ö/* and */ü/* (IPA І, Э, О, Ы). The back-central vowel */ы/* is present in Russian borrowings, e.g. the Russian prefix *бы-* and the mid-back vowel */о/* in Estonian borrowings, e.g. *põõzi* ‘bushes’. The Estonian vowels */õ, ä, ö, ü/* appear in the
loanwords, e.g. õpetaja ‘teacher’, ämm ‘mother-in-law’, külə ‘village’. Latvian has the vowel [ã] (ã in written Estonian) as well, which is marked the same as vowel [e] with the grapheme e in written Latvian.

The vowel [ã] is to some extent present already in LL—in some lexical items, speakers pronounce /e/ lower, like [ã], e.g. vavir > veer or væær ‘other’. The appearance of /æ/ might be triggered by the Latvian language or be an internal language change. Mānušs (1997: 8) connects the appearance of the long /æ/ that appears in assimilation of /v/ between two vowels with the speech of the Vidzeme Roma. In the speech of the Kurzeme Roma, the assimilation of v in VvV to VV becomes long /a/, e.g. vavir > vaar ‘other’; javela ‘goes’ > jaala. In EL data in these lexical items, the Kurzeme long /a/ is not present. In EL the long /a/ appears only when both vowels next to assimilated /v/ are /a/.

In the Lotfitka group of dialects—LL and EL—the long vowels /a, e, i, o, u/ appear as mentioned by Tenser (2008: 22). Lengthening follows the system similar to Latvian Romani—in monosyllabic masculine nouns and in bisyllabic lexemes, where the second syllable has only one consonant as its onset (ibid.). In addition, in EL are the long vowels /õ, ä, ö, ü/ in Estonian loanwords as in sünnipääv (Estonian sünnipäev) ‘birthday’, põõzi (Estonian põõsas) ‘bush’. Due to Latvian influence, long vowels appear when /v/ is preceded by the vowel /u/ in the end of a word or before a consonant in inherited lexicon, e.g. džuvli > džuuli ‘women’, phuv > phuu ‘earth’. When /v/ is preceded by the other vowels /a/, /e/, /i/ or /o/, it results in the creation of the diphthongs [au], [eu], [iu], [ou] or vowel and semivowel compounds [aw], [ew], [iw], [ow], e.g. lav > law/law ‘word’, devles > deules/dewles ‘god.ACC’, dživdžom > džiudžom/džiwdžom ‘I lived’, džov > džou/džow ‘wheat’. Mānušs (1997: 7) describes in more detail how the Kurzeme Roma pronounce /av/ as [ou], e.g. lav > lou ‘word’.

The vowels are also long in two morphemes, the vocational -ar-, e.g. pošta ‘post’ > pošt-aar-is ‘postman’ and the diminutive -or-, e.g. džukel ‘dog’ > džukl-oor-o ‘puppy’ (Tenser 2008: 22). The lengthening of the diminutive marker -or- is common in most of the lexemes where it occurs, like in muršooro, džuklooro, or phalooro. There is a difference, however, on the lengthened vowel in one lexeme, chavoro. In EL it is pronounced čhaavoro and has its first syllable lengthened because that is where the stress falls.

The long form of the genitive case is lengthened as well and the secondary stress of the lexemes falls on the lengthened i phoneme -kīro > -kiiro as in lengiiro, linaskiiro, or
bimboroskiiro. The lengthening of the penultimate syllable is also present in the genitive second-person plural pronoun tumaaro.

There are also diphthongs present in both Latvian and Estonian loanwords: from Estonian, for example, lõuna ‘midday, lunch’, reizinena ‘they travel’ and from Latvian nuokeraa ‘I will finish’, draugos ‘friend’, and iedikhaa ‘I like’.

Vowel raising is common for the o-ending Masculine nouns, e.g. baaro > baaru ‘big.M’ as mentioned in Tenser (2008: 23) and Mānušs (1997: 7). According to Tenser (2008: 36), ‘the NE group is also quite uniform in the centralization of a > y in words such as syr “how” < sar, the Ablative case marker -tyr < -tar, remoteness marker -ys < -as.’ Centralization of i > y in dykh- ‘to see’ < dikh-, kolyn ‘breast’ < kolin, dyves ‘day’ < dives and in the feminine noun and adjectival ending džuvly ‘woman’ < džuvli, tykny ‘small’ < tikni. In Latvia and Estonia, as the second language is either Latvian or Estonian for the younger generation, the vowels are pronounced closer to i than to y.

Vowel raising is also common for e > i as for complementizer te > ti and in the Polish borrowing kiedy > kidi ‘when’. The 3SG feminine pronoun joj has an umlauted variant jej in all of the NE dialects except for Polish Romani (Tenser 2008: 88). This phenomenon is well attested in Romani (Elšík 2000b: 75 via Tenser 2008: 88). The Latvian verbal prefix pār- and adverbial pār are found as pir, per, por and pur.

5.2 Consonants

In the section on consonants, several sound changes that have taken place in the NE group and particularly in EL and LL are discussed.

As mentioned by Tenser (2008: 24), in the Lotfitka subdialects, as in other NE dialects, is the ongoing process of ‘sibilantization’ which concerns the phonemes /ph/ as in phal ‘brother’ and /kh/ as in khil ‘butter’. The process is further developed in LL and usually the more conservative forms are found in EL. In LL the changes have been followed the path ph > pš > šp and kh > kš > šk, while in EL most of the observed words have retained the word’s initial phonemes kh or kš, and ph or pš, but metathesis has been limited in a very small number of lexical items.

Five of the Estonian Laloritka Roma use the form phal ‘brother’, two of them use pšal as a parallel form of the word and two of Laloritka Roma use only the form pšal. The last form
is the only one used by EX speakers. From the gathered data, the noun khil ‘butter’, which takes forms kšil, škil and šil is the most prone to changes. As can be seen, it has gone through the metathesis that is common in LL: šk- < kš-. Three Laloritka and one EL Roma have retained the ph- phonemes in words such as phiiru ‘open’, phirel ‘walk, wander, travel’ and philel ‘push’ and three speakers also use the forms pšiiru, pširel and pšilel. EX speakers use the forms ks’il and ps’irel.

Out of 14 LL speakers, only one speaker uses the initial phoneme ph- for phal, phiiru, phirel and two speakers use the phoneme pš- for the same words. The word khil has gone through sibilantization and metatheses for all of the speakers and is only present in the form škil. As an exception, the form ajs-philel ‘to mend’ appears in the data of one LL speaker. LX speakers use the same forms as EX speakers—ks’il ‘butter’ and ps’irel ‘to walk’, and the form pšal for ‘brother’.

Among the EL Roma the phoneme kh has not gone through phonetic changes and is used as kh in kheer ‘house’ and in the palatalized form as dikh’a ‘he/she saw’.

There is no outstanding difference in the ph- and pš- variation between EL and Laloritka Roma as it seems to be up to speaker either to use only one of the forms or use the forms in variation. There is, however, a considerable difference compared to LL, in which the metathesis of pš- > šp- is present in all forms for most of the speakers. The phoneme kh also has more conservative forms in EL compared to LL.

Table 3. Developments of /ph/ and /kh/

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>phal ‘brother’ ( &lt; phral)</th>
<th>phiiru ‘open’</th>
<th>phirel ‘walk’</th>
<th>khil ‘butter’</th>
<th>dikh’a ‘he/she saw’</th>
<th>kher ‘house’</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Estonian Laloritka</td>
<td>phal pšal</td>
<td>phiiru pšiiru</td>
<td>phirel pširel</td>
<td>kšil škil šil</td>
<td>dikh’a</td>
<td>kheer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Estonian Lotfitka</td>
<td>phal pšal</td>
<td>phiiru pšiiru</td>
<td>phirel pširel</td>
<td>kšil škil</td>
<td>dikh’a</td>
<td>kheer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Latvian Lotfitka</td>
<td>špal</td>
<td>špiiru špiiraw škil</td>
<td>dikh’a dikša</td>
<td>khēr</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Estonian Xaladytka</td>
<td>pšal</td>
<td>ps’iirel</td>
<td>ks’il</td>
<td>dixt’a</td>
<td>kher</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Latvian Xaladytka</td>
<td>pšal</td>
<td>ps’iiru</td>
<td>ps’iirel</td>
<td>ks’il</td>
<td>dikh’a, dixt’a dikša diks’a</td>
<td>ks’er kher</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
In addition to the metathesis $p\acute{s} > \acute{sp}$ and $k\acute{s} > \acute{sk}$, Mānušs (1997: 8) also mentions other metathesis in LL, i.e. $tf > ft$ as in *lotfos* $>$ *loftos* ‘Latvian (person)’, $\text{lēnivo} > \text{nēlivo} ‘lazy’$ from Polish *leniwy ‘lazy’, vadviļo $>$ *vadļivo* from the Polish *wadliwy ‘defective, faulty’. In the current data, examples only show the change from $tf > ft$. The new form with metathesis is present only in one word in LL, i.e. *loftos* ‘Latvian (person)’, and not at all in EL. Even the ethnonym *Lotfitka* has not been modified this way by the current informants, although it is one of the examples that Mānušs (1997: 8) identifies. In *Lotfitka* another change has taken place that is not mentioned by Mānušs, i.e. $tk > kt$ as *Lotfitka* $>$ *Lotfikta*. This metathesis is also present only in LL, but in more lexical items, i.e. other words with the ending *-itko* as in *bumbieritku kašt* $>$ *bumbieriktu kašt* ‘pear tree’ and *bogitku* $>$ *bogiktu* ‘poor’. In the speech of some LL Roma the consonant cluster in *-ikto* has been assimilated to *-iko*. The marker *-itko* is more widespread in LL and the corresponding meanings are provided with other means in EL, e.g. *bimboroskiro kašt*, *bumberengi kašt* ‘pear tree’ and the inherited *čoororo* ‘poor’. The consonant cluster *-kt-* is also present in LL in the German loanword *riktige* $<$ *richtig* ‘correctly, properly’, which is present in EL in form *rittige*.

In the *Lotfitka* dialects, a process of affrication of palatalized $d$, $t$ and $kh$ has occurred. The change has occurred in Polska Romani (Matras 1999: 8) and Lithuanian Romani and has spread in LL and EL. It is more thoroughly developed in Latvia compared to EL. The trigger for the affrication is palatalization and it is easily observed in verbs with the perfective marker *-j*.

The palatalized $d$’ becomes a palatalized $d\acute{z}$’ as *ripird’a* $>$ *ripirdž’a* ‘he/she remembered’ and *kerd’a* $>$ *kerdž’a* ‘he/she did’. The palatalized $t$’ becomes $č$’ as *lat’a* $>$ *lač’a* ‘he/she found’. The same occurs with $kh’ > k\acute{s}$ in LL as *dikh’a* $>$ *dikša* ‘he/she saw’ and *mukh’a* $>$ *mukša* ‘he/she left’, but this shift has happened separately from the EL dialect, and no examples of these forms are present in the EL data. Matras reports the change $t’ > č$, e.g. *dikča* $<$ *dikht’a* ‘he/she saw’ in Polish Romani (1999: 8), but according to the Lithuanian Romani examples, the form is *dykxja* or *dxyja*. Therefore, there is no obvious geographical continuum in all changes in the speech of the Roma in the Polish, Lithuanian, Latvian and Estonian territories. It is not certain if it has spread from Polish Romani to LL or is an independent change in LL.

In LL in some occasions the aspirated consonant $th$ becomes affricate $\check{c}$ or aspirated affricate $\check{ch}$, e.g. in LL *vārthal* $>$ *vārčal* ‘elsewhere’, *vārčane* ‘otherwise’. In EL only the
form *veerthal* ‘elsewhere’ is attested. Another example is *lathel > lač(h)el* ‘to find’. In EL the aspirated consonant *th* is present, but in LL mostly the affricate can be seen.

In EX and LX we can also see the changes in verbs with the perfective marker -*j*-triggering the change *kh’ > ks* as in *dyks’a* ‘he/she saw’. In EX the initial phoneme *kh* is retained in *kher* ‘house’, while in LX it has the forms *kh’er* and *ks’er*.

Table 4. **Developments of *d’*, *t’*, *kh’*, *ph* and *th***

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th><em>d’ &gt; dž’</em></th>
<th><em>t’ &gt; č’</em></th>
<th><em>t’ &gt; č’</em></th>
<th><em>ph &gt; pš &gt; šp</em></th>
<th><em>kh’ &gt; kš</em></th>
<th><em>th &gt; č(h)</em></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Polish Romani</strong></td>
<td><em>kerdž’a</em></td>
<td><em>rač’a</em></td>
<td><em>rač’a</em></td>
<td><em>pšal</em></td>
<td><em>kšil</em></td>
<td><em>rakhel</em></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Lithuanian Romani</strong></td>
<td><em>kerdž’a</em></td>
<td><em>lačha</em></td>
<td><em>rač’a</em></td>
<td><em>pšal</em></td>
<td><em>kšil</em></td>
<td><em>lat(h)el</em></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Latvian Lotfitka</strong></td>
<td><em>kerdž’a</em></td>
<td><em>lačha</em></td>
<td><em>rač’a</em></td>
<td><em>špal</em></td>
<td><em>škil</em></td>
<td><em>lač(h)el</em></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Estonian Lotfitka</strong></td>
<td><em>kerdž’a</em></td>
<td><em>lača</em></td>
<td><em>rač’a</em></td>
<td><em>pšal</em></td>
<td><em>škil</em></td>
<td><em>lathel</em></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Estonian Xaladytka</strong></td>
<td><em>kerd’a</em></td>
<td><em>lat’a</em></td>
<td><em>rač’a</em></td>
<td><em>pšal</em></td>
<td><em>ks’il</em></td>
<td><em>lakhel</em></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* Examples of Polish and Lithuanian Romani are taken from the RMS Database.

The changes with palatalized *d* and *t* is present in plural forms of lexical items that become palatalized, e.g. *id’a > idž’a* ‘clothes’, *rat’a > rač’a* ‘nights’. Here we can also see that in some words the innovations are spread in Latvia, but not further to Estonia, e.g. *jake > džike* ‘so, very’, from which only *jake* is attested in EL, but both forms in LL. In Polish and Lithuanian Romani we find the forms *d’ake, adža, dža, džake*.

Mānušs (Mānušs et al. 1997: 7) refers to the changes *d’ > dž, t’ > tš* and *s’ > š* in the preface of his Romani dictionary, but not to the change from *kh’ > kš*. The phonetic changes concern a variety of lexical items in which a consonant becomes palatalized, but as the changes are ongoing, it depends on the word how widespread the new form is. For example, in LL the parallel forms *dikh’a* and *dikša* exist and only rare instances of *mukša* appear beside the more common *mukh’a*.
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5.3 Historical phonology

Tenser (2008: 36) states that ‘the historical processes that affected the phonology are fairly uniform across all of the NE dialects’. Therefore, only a few of the features that show more conservative forms or high variation will be covered. In this section of historical phonology, the appearance of the voiced velar fricative, the word initial a- and the prothetic v- will be covered.

As written by Tenser (2008: 29), for Latvian Romani, in the EL dialect the voiced velar fricative is typically in the word initial position, e.g. ghad- ‘lift’, ghucho ‘tall’ and ghaara ‘long ago’, but there are some exceptions, e.g. peghent ‘nut’. In the syllable final position the voiced velar fricative is replaced by a voiceless velar fricative, e.g. kaxny ‘chicken’.

The inherited word initial a- has high variability in EL. In these words in the NE group in which the word initial a- is retained, there are parallel forms existing in four cases out of five lexical items. Only the preposition angil ‘in front’ has one variant and the a is preserved. The other two strategies are the jotation ačh- > jačh- ‘to stay’ or truncating the word initial a-, e.g. akana > kana ‘now’. One stable form is kana ‘now’, which has lost the initial a-, and there is no variation among speakers. The word (j)ačh- ‘to stay’ varies in the data. The word (j)av- ‘to come’ is fully jotated in LL and EL, but the variant av- is present both in EX and LX. In Tenser’s data (2008: 38) avel had both forms—jotated and with the initial a- —in Estonian Romani, but it was most probably due to heavy Xaladytka influence on the Lotfitka speakers or due to the inclusion of EX speakers in the corpus of Estonian Romani. Similar to LL, the current data shows that the pronoun ame ‘we’ is present both with and without the word initial a- in EL, which is different from Tenser’s data that included only the form ame for EL.

Out of the common prothetic consonants in the NE Romani dialects, the prothetic v- and gh- are present in the Lotfitka dialects in the inherited lexicon. The forms vary in the dialects and lexical items. All the following words have been a vowel initial, and the forms with the prothetic consonants are innovative forms.
Table 5. **Word initial /a-/ vs. jotation vs. a-truncation**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Estonian Lotfitka</th>
<th>Latvian Lotfitka</th>
<th>Estonian Xaladytka</th>
<th>Latvian Xaladytka</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>angil ‘in front’</strong></td>
<td>a- (angil)</td>
<td>a-</td>
<td>a-</td>
<td>a-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>ame ‘we’</strong></td>
<td>a- (ame)</td>
<td>a-</td>
<td>a-</td>
<td>a-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>av- ‘to come’</strong></td>
<td>ja- (jav-)</td>
<td>ja-</td>
<td>a-</td>
<td>a-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>ačh- ‘to stay’</strong></td>
<td>ja- (jačh-)</td>
<td>ja-</td>
<td>ja-</td>
<td>ja-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>an- ‘to bring’</strong></td>
<td>ja- (jan-)</td>
<td>ja-</td>
<td>ja-</td>
<td>ja-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>akana ‘now’</strong></td>
<td>Ø- (kana)</td>
<td>Ø-</td>
<td>Ø-</td>
<td>Ø-</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The prothetic v- is said by Tenser (ibid.) to be regular in the NE dialects in vavir ‘other’. In EL and LL the shortened form veer/væer/vaar/voor is used. In EX, however, out of four speakers, two use avir instead of vavir. So, this innovation has not spread to these EX speakers. The form with the prothetic v- is also used by LX speakers.

The prothetic v- is stable in the EL and LL dialects and the Xaladytka dialect in the word vangar ‘coal’. The word ušt ‘lip’ and urden ‘wagon’ lack the prothetic v- in the same dialects. This is consistent with Tenser’s data (2008: 39) with a minor change: in EL the inherited word ušt is not present at all in the current data and the Latvian origin borrowing lempa ‘lip’ is used instead.

The prothetic v- is present in other NE dialects in ušt ‘lip’ and urden ‘wagon’ (ibid.), so two of the words—vangar ‘coal’ and vavir ‘other’—have the innovative form as in NE dialects other than Xaladytka and two have maintained the conservative form with the initial vowel. As all these forms are uniform in the Estonian and Latvian dialects, it is hard to say if the initial v- will spread or the current distribution will remain.

In the NE group the modal ašti ‘can, may’ shows significant variation (Tenser 2008: 39). In the Estonian context we see variation between two forms, the more conservative ašti and the form with the prothetic v-, which is vašti. In LL the form vašti is used by most speakers, but there are two speakers who use ašti beside the more common vašti. EL speakers prefer the more conservative form: three speakers use only the conservative form ašti and four either use the two forms equally often, or the conservative ašti is preferred. In
EX dialects the verb is replaced with borrowing as in Tenser’s data (2008: 39), but in LX the form with the initial voiced velar fricative *ghaʃty* is present. Another conservatism in the Estonian data is the form *učo* ‘tall’ in the speech of two EX Roma, while in other dialects in Estonia and Latvia it is *ghučo*.

Table 6. **Prothetic consonants in *učo* ‘tall’, *ašti* ‘can’, *vavir* ‘other’**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Estonian Lotfitka</th>
<th>Latvian Lotfitka</th>
<th>Estonian Xaladytka</th>
<th>Latvian Xaladytka</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>*(γ)*učo ‘tall’</td>
<td>ghučo</td>
<td>ghučo</td>
<td>učo</td>
<td>ghučo</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ašti ‘can’</td>
<td>ašti/vašti</td>
<td>vašti/ašti</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td><em>(ghašty)</em></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>vavir ‘other’</td>
<td>veer</td>
<td>vaar</td>
<td>vavir/avir</td>
<td>vav’ir/av’ir</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The EL and LL dialects are more conservative compared to Polish and Lithuanian Romani dialects concerning prothetic *v*—the preserved conservative forms *urden* ‘wagon’ and *ušt* ‘lip’, as well as the vowel initial *ašti* ‘can’ beside the more innovative *vašti*. Still, the Xaladytka dialect is more conservative and stays away from some of the changes that have happened in other NE dialects or preserves the older form beside the new one, e.g. the vowel initial *učo* ‘tall’, *avir* ‘other’ and *an*- ‘to bring’. EL shows some more conservative features compared to LL, i.e. the vowel initial form retained in *ačh*- ‘to stay’, and a higher rate of the conservative form *ašti* ‘can’.
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6 Morphology

The section on morphology is divided into two parts: 5.1. covers nominals and adverbs and 5.2 covers verbs. In both of the sections, issues that offer new information about EL or more widely on Estonian and Latvian Romani dialects are covered in more detail. Tenser has given a detailed overview on the derivation and inflection of nouns, adverbs and verbs in the NE Romani group, so these topics will not be fully covered in the current work. The aim of this chapter is to add more relevant data to the already existing framework without fully describing that which has already been covered by Tenser (2008).


Tenser (2008: 282) names some morphological features that are specific for the Estonian and Latvian subgroup within NE dialects. These are masculine singular noun loan marker -os instead of -o, e.g. *foor-os* instead of *for-o* ‘town’, plural reflexive pronoun base *pen-* instead of *pes-*, contraction of personal markers *ker-av-as* > *ker-aas* ‘I have done’, and loss of participles in *-ime(n)*. As will be discussed in this chapter, the marker *-ime(n)* seems to be lost only in LL. These features are shared with Northwestern dialects and the first two features also with Central dialects.

6.1 Nominals and adverbs

In this section, a variety of topics on nominals and adverbs will be covered. Different issues are discussed in the subsections that are more relevant to the EL dialect and more important in the comparison with the neighbouring dialects. Among other topics, more emphasis is given to case agreement; local and temporal adverbs; adverbials, demonstratives, and deictics; and indefinite pronouns.

One way of describing the Romani nominal morphological system is to divide it into three distinct layers. In Romani three case layers occur: Layer I, where inflective elements
function as nominative and oblique endings and express gender, status and thematic status; Layer II, where agglutinative markers express the case; and Layer III, where markers are analytic adpositions. (Matras 2002: 78–80) Romani distinguishes masculine and feminine grammatical genders and common plural markers.

In Lotfitka the oblique masculine endings are -es (-as, -os, -us) for singular words and -(j)en (-an) for plural words, and they are followed by a case ending, e.g. rom ‘man.NOM’ > rom-es- ‘man-OBL’ > rom-es-te ‘man-OBL-LOC’ rom-en ‘men-OBL’ and rom-en-de ‘men-OBL-LOC’.

For feminine words, the oblique endings are -(j)a- in the singular form and -jen- in the plural form. The oblique ending expresses the accusative case, e.g. romni ‘women.NOM’ > romn-ja ‘women-ACC’. Adjectives get the oblique marker -e for both genders and the plural form, e.g. tikn-o čaavor-o ‘small boy (small-M boy-M)’ > tikn-e čaavor-es (small-OBL boy-OBL). (Tenser 2008: 52–56)

Romani has seven cases, six of which are added to the oblique ending (genitive [-kir-, -kr-, -k-, -gir-, -gr-, -g-], dative [-ke, -ge], accusative [-Ø], locative [-te, -de], ablative [-tir, -dir] and instrumental case [-sa, -ca]). The vocative case endings are added to the nominal base without the oblique ending, e.g. daj ‘mother.NOM’ > daj-e ‘mother.VOC’.

The peculiarities of the adoption of Estonian nouns are described in the article on Estonian Lotfitka and its contact languages (Ross 2016: 167). The nouns are adapted to the feminine or masculine class and the marker is adapted to the Estonian stem vowel.

### 6.1.1 Vocative case marking

Compared to other cases that have uniform endings in both Lotfitka and other NE dialects, different strategies are used to indicate the vocative case. According to Tenser (2008: 56), the vocative case is in decline throughout the NE dialects and in EL the vocative case is mostly left unmarked. The vocative markers in the NE group are the masculine -eja, -o, -e and -a, the feminine -e, -o and -ije, and the plural -ale. Instead of vocative markers, possessive pronouns are occasionally used with nouns left in the nominative case (ibid.). This is sometimes also the case in the EL dialect.

(1) Jaw, mi phen, daari! (Estonian Lotfitka)
    come.IMP  my.F sister  here.ALL
    Sister, come here!
There are a few cases where the vocative markers are still present. The masculine noun *murš* ‘man’ gets the plural vocative marker -*ale* as in *murš-ale* ‘men-VOC’, which is shortened to -*al* as in *murš-al* ‘men-VOC’ in the speech of one Laloritka. Two masculine nouns that occasionally show the vocative ending are *dad* ‘father’ > *dad-*a ‘father-VOC’ and *phal*/pšal* ‘brother > *phal-a/pšal-*a ‘brother-VOC’.

The vocative marker -a for the masculine gender, -e for the feminine and -*ale* for the plural and the strategy used to indicate possessive pronouns are described by Mānušs et al. (1997: 325). Out of these two strategies, possessive pronouns are highly favoured in LL.

Though the most common strategy for the Estonian Romani dialects is to leave the vocative case unmarked, the data shows that EX more frequently uses the plural vocative case marking -*ale* as in čajale ‘girls.VOC’, čavale ‘boys.VOC’ and *muršale* ‘men.VOC’.

LL speakers more regularly use possessive pronouns with nominative nouns to express the vocative. LX has the marker -e, which is sometimes used with the nouns *dad* ‘father’ > *dad-*e ‘father-VOC’ and *daj* ‘mother’ > *daj-*e ‘mother-VOC’. The plural marker -*ale* is not present in the LL and LX data.

### 6.1.2 Case agreement of adjectives and head nouns

Tenser (2008: 67) describes the phenomenon of full case agreement between the adjectives and their head nouns in the NE dialects. This phenomenon is very common in Russian Romani and can occasionally also be found in Latvian and Estonian Romani.

In NE Romani generally numerals, adjectives and demonstratives are marked with an oblique ending and only the head noun takes the case ending as in Example 3.

According to current data, case agreement with head nouns (Example 2 and 4) is a common phenomenon in EX and LX, but still rare in the EL and LL dialects. It is most probably used by Lotfitka and Laloritka Roma due to strong contact with Xaladytka speakers.

(2) *Da na barja-te džuwl’a-te tr’in čavore.* (Estonian Xaladytka)

this NEG big-LOC woman-LOC three children

This little woman has three children.
(3) *Da tikni romn’orja-te si trin čaavore.* (Estonian Lotfitka)
   this small.F woman-LOC is three children
   This little woman has three children.

(4) *Jow dikhja phur-en murš-en.* (Estonian Lalaritka)
   he saw.3SG old-ACC.PL man-ACC.PL
   He saw the old men.

6.1.3 Comparatives and Superlatives

The most common way to form comparatives in Lotfitka and Romani in general is by using the suffix -*edir* (*-ēdīr* in LL). As all other NE dialects, EL has the interrogative *sir* ‘how’ and its variant *si* as the comparative preposition ‘than’. (Tenser 2008: 71)

(5) *Leskiiro kheer baar-edir si miiro kheer.* (Estonian Lotfitka)
   his.GEN house big-COMP than my.M house
   His house is bigger than my house.

Beside *sir/si* the Russian borrowing *чем* is used. The Latvian semi-calque *ne-si* (Latvian *nekā* ‘than’) that is used among LL speakers is not present in Estonia. Tenser (ibid.) connects the Latvian *kā* with the Romani *so* ‘what’ that has gone through reduction o > y and formed *ne-si*. The form *si* is commonly used in the meaning ‘how’, so it seems that the interrogative *sir* ‘how’ has been shortened to *si* and it corresponds to the Latvian *kā* ‘how’ in *ne-kā* ‘than’ > *ne-si*.

Superlatives in EL are expressed in three ways. Using the Russian adjective *сам*– ‘most’ (Russian *самый старый* ‘oldest’) together with the comparative, e.g. *samo phuuredir* ‘oldest’ or the basic form of adjective, e.g. *samo baaro* ‘biggest’, or using the Latvian prefix *vis-* (Latvian *visvecākais* ‘oldest’) together with the comparative form of the adjective, e.g. *visbaaredir* ‘biggest’.

Tenser (2008: 73) mentions the same three ways of expressing superlatives in LL. The new material complements his data, which showed only the Latvian prefix *vis-* used in EL.
6.1.4 Local adverbs and adverbials

In this section conservative forms of local adverbs with the old ablative suffix -al are presented. Both the EL and LL dialects have preserved more of these forms compared to the other NE dialects. In addition, Latvian- and Russian-origin local adverbs and adverbials that have spread to the dialect are introduced.

Tenser (2008: 76) points out that many of the conservative adverbs are preserved in the NE dialects compared to other Romani dialects. Tenser identifies the most common, pal-al ‘behind’, which is retained most commonly in the NE dialects, and the rarer pird-al ‘around/across’, maškir-al ‘in the middle, between’, truj-al ‘around’, and the more common form paš-il ‘nearby, towards’ (ibid.).

The current data expands on Tenser’s data and shows examples of all these adverbs in EL, LL, EX and LX. In LL the last syllable is often lengthened, e.g. maškirāl ‘in the middle, between’, trujāl ‘around’, pirdāl ‘around/across’, palāl ‘behind’. In EL some speakers have remnants of the suffix -al, e.g. maškira, in their speech.

In addition, a form of tal-al ‘under’ is found in the speech of Estonian Laloritka speakers and in the form tal-āl in LL. In LL aurāl ‘outside’ is an additional form. In the speech of EX speakers examples of dur-al ‘from far away’ and avr-al ‘outside’ also appear.

Local adverbs are also commonly borrowed from Russian and Latvian. Common Russian loans include вокруг ‘around’, через ‘across, through’ and напротив ‘opposite’. From Latvian has been taken the local adverb blakam ‘next to’ from the Latvian blakus, and прец ‘opposite’, which is, according to Mānušs (1997: 104), a contamination of the Latvian pret, pretī, pretim ‘against, opposite’ and the Polish przeciw, przeciwko ‘against’. There is also the German loan durch ‘through’ retained in the forms durx or drux in the EL and Laloritka samples.

6.1.5 Temporal adverbs and adverbials, time expressions

The relative temporal adverbs that are uniform throughout the NE group are dadiis ‘today’, taša ‘tomorrow; yesterday’, paltaša ‘day after tomorrow; day before yesterday’, kana ‘now’ and ghara ‘long ago’ (Tenser 2008: 76–77). In the current data, there is also the form kana-pa(t), which has the meaning ‘just now’. The suffix pa(t) seems to be the Latvian-origin word ‘even’, e.g. Latvian nu-pat ‘just now’ < nu ‘now’, tūliņ pat ‘straightway’ <
tūlin ‘straightway’. More about the suffix pat can be found in the section about location deictics and utterance modifiers.

Tenser states that ‘temporal adverbials denoting the time of the day and of the year take various suffix markers within the dialects of the NE group’ (ibid.: 77). In the following paragraphs the suffixes in relevant dialects are listed with the common lexical items in which they appear.

The old Romani locative marker -e is common with the temporal adverbials diise ‘during the day’ and belvele ‘in the evening’ (ibid.). In addition, the shortened form belle ‘in the evening’ appears in EL.

Seasons are expressed with the genitive ending linaskiiro ‘in the summer’ and žimakiiro ‘in the winter’ as commonly in other NE dialects (ibid.). Also, among the Laloritka Roma, the idea ‘on Sunday’ is expressed with the genitive marker -kir- as kurko ‘Sunday’ > kurkeskiiro. In EL there are no other examples of this type of genitive derivation with temporal adverbials (belvela-ke ‘in the evening’ rača-ke ‘during the night’ vendž-ake ‘during the winter’) that are described by Tenser (ibid.: 78).

Calques from Russian are used to derive temporal adverbials using Slavic case markers with the instrumental case marker -sa/-ca, e.g. the Russian утром ‘in the morning (morning-INST)’, вечерами ‘in the evenings (evening-INST.PL)’, the Polish wieczorami ‘in the evenings (evening-INST.PL)’, and the locative -te or ablative -tir that often replace the Russian genitive marking, e.g. с утром ‘from the morning, in the morning (morning-GEN)’ > Romani tašarla-te, tašarla-tir (ibid.).

In EL the locative case is used in the plural form to express only the meaning of repetitiveness as in tašarlen-ca ‘in the mornings’ and belvelen-ca ‘in the evenings’. Locative and ablative cases are used with the word tašarla ‘morning’ and result in the forms tašarla-te (morning-LOC) and tašarla-tir (morning-ABL) ‘in the mornings’. As in other NE dialects, the meaning ‘in the night’ is present as rati.

In LL examples of the instrumental case marker with the word belvel ‘evening’ > belvelenca (evenings-INST) appear, but not with the word tašarla ‘morning’, as the same idea is expressed in the plural with the ablative case marker tašarlen-dir ‘in the mornings (mornings.ABL)’. An example of instrumental case in the plural is ‘on weekends’ kurkenca (weekends-INST):
We cook ourselves nice meals on weekends.

Days of the week are either loans from Russian or Estonian with the exception of Sunday, which is a Greek loan and most stable in the NE dialects (ibid.: 80). Greek loans for Friday and Saturday that are present in Lithuanian and Polish Romani in Lithuania are not retained in Estonian Romani dialects (ibid.) and that also can be affirmed with the current data.

Russian weekdays that are masculine get the Romani masculine ending -o or -os among EL and -o among EX—pan‘idel’nikos, chetvergos. Russian weekdays with the feminine ending keep their original nominative ending -a as sr’eda ‘Wednesday’.

Adverbials derived from weekdays typically lack prepositions and appear in the nominative case. Estonian loans keep their original nominal form as they could also be used in spoken Estonian, such as esmaspäv ‘Monday’, esmaspäev in standard Estonian, or with the last consonant of word päev ‘day’ dropped, as in kolmapä ‘Wednesday’. All variants are common in spoken colloquial Estonian with native speakers as well.

Among the Laloritka Roma the Estonian adessive case ending -l is sometimes present, e.g. teisipäeva-l ‘on Tuesday’. Russian loans are used in the nominative case e.g. sreda ‘on Wednesday’, rarely with the original case ending. Usually the Russian-origin weekdays lack the preposition v ‘in’, so instead of the Russian v subbotu ‘on Saturday’, the forms in Romani are subbotu ‘on Saturday’ and pjetnicu ‘on Friday’. One EL speaker uses the preposition an ‘in’ with all weekdays, e.g. an sr’eda, an četvergos, an pjetnica. The Greek loan kurko ‘Sunday’ has the genitive case marker kurkes-kiiro as an adverbial.

EX speakers also use Russian loanwords for weekdays, but they use the preposition de ‘in’ < ande and the word in the nominative case de subbota ‘on Saturday’. The same pattern is also used with the Greek loan kurko in EX, e.g. de kurko, but LX speakers use the old Romani locative marker kurke, beside using preposition de and the nominative form de kurko ‘on Sunday’. More about temporal prepositions is discussed in the Section 7.1.2.

LX speakers use only Latvian loans using the Latvian-origin adverbial forms pirmdien ‘on Monday’ < pirmdiena ‘Monday.NOM’. LX speakers use the preposition de as EX and
leave the word in the nominative form.

Among LX and Latvian Polish Romani speakers, the Greek-origin infix -on- is used as in chvartk-on-e ‘on Thursday’ and pon’idz’alk-on-e ‘on Monday’. This form is not seen in any of the Lotfitka-type dialects but is common in Lithuanian and Polish Romani to derive temporal adverbs from the nouns for the day of the week (Tenser 2008: 81).

6.1.6 Numerals

The numerals are fairly stable in the NE dialects (Tenser 2008: 82) and only some minor details are discussed in the following paragraphs.

The numerals from ‘11’ to ‘14’ are compounded from the word deš ‘10’ and the digits using the marker -u-, e.g. deš-u-jekh ‘11’ and for numerals ‘15’ to ‘19’, the same system is applied without the marker -u-, e.g. deš-pandž ‘15’ in Latvian and Estonian Romani according to Tenser (ibid.) This is not totally stable and we can also find forms like deš-u-šov ‘16’, and some speakers use the marker -u- only for ‘11’ and use the following forms dešduj ‘12’, deštrin ‘13’, dešštaar ‘14’. LL also includes speakers who use no marker -u-; some use it for numbers such as ‘15’ and ‘16’, and some use it inconsistently— not for dešjek ‘11’, but then for the following numbers.

The compound numerals higher than ‘30’, unlike in other NE dialects, are formed with the marker -te- ‘and’ (Tenser 2008: 83). The forms are recorded by Tenser (ibid.) as trijandate-jek, but are assimilated in the speech of EL and LL speakers as trijantejek or trijantijek.

For the numeral ‘1000’, the Latvian loan tūkstotis (tuukstuotis) is used both in EL and LL, and either the Russian тысяча or bar (literally ‘stone’) in EX. One EX speaker also used šel-deša, in which šel means ‘100’ and deša ‘10s’ and one Estonian Laloritka šel-te-deš. Mānušs et al. (1997: 338) identify deš šel/ deš šela and bar.

Speakers of EL and Laloritka use the marker -var- ‘time(s)’ for tens up from ‘40’, e.g. štalvar-deš ‘four-times-ten’ as written in Tenser (2008: 83) but also use shortened variants of it, e.g. štalvarš or štalvaš. The lexical item var ‘time’ is not retained in the Lotfitka dialects and is replaced with the German loan mal > Romani molos.

The numerals in the NE group are typically inflected like adjectives through the use of the oblique adjectival suffix -e according to Tenser (2008: 85). This was the case also in Early Romani and in most of the Romani dialects (Elšík, Matras 2006: 163). This is not the case
for EL and LL, in which numerals don’t get any suffix but remain in the same form as in the nominative case.

(7) *Me dijum tumaare štaar gren-ge nabuut maaro.* (Estonian Lotfitka)
   I gave.1SG your.PL.GEN four horses-DAT some bread
   I gave some bread to your four horses.

(8) *Joj ripirla trin džuul’en-gi lava.* (Estonian Laloritka)
   she remembers three women-GEN names
   She remembers the names of three women.

The use of the oblique adjectival suffix -e is present with numerals in EX and LX. As in EL, in LL the numerals are not inflected. Here is an example from a Xaladytka speaker.

(9) *Me rodava tr’in-e terne muršen trandun’asa.* (Estonian Xaladytka)
   I look for three-OBL young.OBL men.ACC cart.INST
   I am looking for three young men with a cart.

According to Tenser (2008: 85), numerals take the full noun inflection to agree with their head noun for the case in Xaladytka as well as in Lithuanian Romani, LL and EL. In EL it is not present in the current data.

(10) *Me dyxt’om la po večer’inka duj-enca čaj-enca.* (Estonian Xaladytka)
    I saw.1SG her at party two-INST girl-INST

(11) *Me dikhjom la pu večerinka peski duj draudzen-enca.* (Estonian Laloritka)
    I saw her on party RFL two friend-INST
    I saw her at the party with two of her friends.

### 6.1.7 Reflexives and Clitics

Reflexive personal pronouns in the Lotfitka dialect are the singular pe(s) and plural pen. The plural reflexive pen exists only in Lotfitka, while other NE dialects use the form pes for all persons (Tenser 2008: 89).
Following the Russian and Polish system, the enclitic reflexive forms are used to modify verbs. There are two paradigms of enclitics in the NE dialects in competition with one another. The first one involves the impersonalized reflexive \textit{pe(s)} being used for all persons; the second paradigm involves making use of personal independent oblique forms for the first and second person, and using the impersonalized reflexive form as the third person enclitic. (Tenser 2008: 90) These two paradigms are both in use in EL.

Tenser’s data shows that EL has a mix of the two paradigms, where the personal forms are used only with the first-person singular and plural verbs, but not with the second person (Tenser 2008: 91). In the current data, the personal forms are also used with the second-person singular and plural and the variation with \textit{pe(s)} and \textit{pen} gives three different ways using reflexive pronouns. The plural form of the reflexive pronoun \textit{pen} is used in EL and is present in all informants’ speech.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 7. Reflexive enclitics in Estonian Lotfitka</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Impersonal reflexive</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>enclitic pe(s)</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1SG</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2SG</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3SG</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1PL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2PL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3PL</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The person marked paradigm in LL is an exclusive system according to Tenser (2008: 91) and this is also supported by the current data. EX and LX speakers use the reflexive pronoun \textit{pe} for all persons.

6.1.8 Demonstratives and deictics

The demonstratives are mostly used in short forms \textit{da(a) < dava} ‘this.M’, \textit{daja} ‘this.F’, \textit{dale} ‘these’; and \textit{do < dova} ‘that.M’, \textit{doja} ‘that.F’, \textit{dole} ‘those’ in EL as pointed out by Tenser (2008: 94). They can be inflected in gender, number and case (ibid.: 93). Demonstrative determiners are sometimes inflected in Xaladytka, following the pattern of case agreement of adjectives and numerals agreeing with the head noun. The
demonstrative pronouns are usually inflected in EL.

(12) *Me buttir na kamaw dales-tir ti šunaw.* (Estonian Lotfitka)
I more NEG want.1SG this-ABL COMP hear.1SG
I do not want to hear about it anymore.

(13) *Me dyxtjom dal-es murš-es pe aviro dyves.* (Estonian Xaladytka)
I saw.1SG this-ACC man-ACC on other.M day
I saw the same man the next day as well.

Tenser (2008: 93) indicates that there is also a preference for forms without the initial *a*- in all of the NE dialects except for Russian Romani, but EX speakers use only the forms without the initial *a*. LX speakers do commonly use the forms with the initial *a*- as in Russian Xaladytka, but they also use the forms without it.

### 6.1.8.1 Location deictics

In the NE dialects, the location deictics show a 2-way distinction based on proximity: ‘here’ and ‘there’ and are distinguished through the carrier vowel -a- and -o- (Tenser 2008: 95). In examples of EL there were the same forms present as in LL— *daj* ‘here’, *doj* ‘there’ for stative; *daari(g/k)* ‘to here, from here’ and *doori(g/k)* ‘to there, from there’ for ablative; and both forms for allative. Rarely forms with the initial vowel *a-daj* ‘here’ and *o-doj* ‘there’ appear. In addition, the forms *doj-pa* ‘just there’ and *daj-pa* ‘just here’ were present in some speakers’ interviews. The clitic -pa(t) in *daj-pat* ‘here’ and *jake-pa(t)* ‘there’ emphasizes the word, allowing it to take on the meaning ‘just here’ and ‘just so’, and is of Latvian origin, that is, Latvian šepat ‘just here’ < še ‘here’ and tepat ‘just here’ < te ‘here’. The form *daj-pa(t)* and *doj-pa(t)* are also present in the LL samples.

### 6.1.8.2 Comparative deictics

Tenser (2008: 99) identifies three types of comparative deictics—quantitative, qualitative and manner, and points out that there are only two forms found in Latvia and Estonia that correspond to the qualitative and manner deictics. The quantitative comparative deictic ‘so many, so much’ is expressed analytically by combining the manner deictic *jake* ‘so’ with
but ‘much’ (ibid.). It follows the way it is expressed in Latvian, tik daudz, and Estonian, nii palju ‘so much/many’.

The qualitative comparative deictic is expressed as in other NE dialects—dasav-, and in addition to the mentioned forms dasav-, j- initial jasav- and jas- and the uninflected jasaj according to Tenser (2008: 98–99). Additionally, the forms daso- and dasaj are also present in the current samples. Jake is additionally used to compare the qualities of nouns and adjectives. The manner comparative deictic is expressed by jake ‘so’, as mentioned earlier.

6.1.9 Interrogatives

In EL ‘how many?’ and ‘how much?’ are asked either using the interrogative cik ‘how?/how much?/how many?’ or buut ‘much, many’ as in LL. In EL cik buut is also used. It may be based on the Latvian cik daudz ‘how much?/how many?’, cik meaning ‘how’ and daudz ‘many, much’, or on the Estonian way of asking kui palju? ‘how much?/how many?’, kui meaning ‘how’ and palju meaning ‘much, many’. Other NE dialects use either kicyk or kicy ‘how many?’ (Tenser 2008: 103).
### 6.1.10 Indefinite pronouns

#### Table 8. Indefinite pronouns in Estonian Lotfitka

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Category</th>
<th>Specific</th>
<th>Negative</th>
<th>Free-choice</th>
<th>Universal</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Determiner</strong></td>
<td>saw-ta 'some'</td>
<td>negative copula ni-jek 'no, none'</td>
<td>l’uba 'any'</td>
<td>(v)ako ‘every’ saare ‘all’ cel- ‘the whole’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Person</strong></td>
<td>kon-ta 'somebody'</td>
<td>ni-kon 'nobody'</td>
<td>kon-n’ibut' 'anybody'</td>
<td>saare 'everybody'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Thing</strong></td>
<td>so-ta 'something'</td>
<td>ni-so (ničhi) 'nothing'</td>
<td>so-n’ibut' 'anything'</td>
<td>N/A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Location</strong></td>
<td>kaj-ta 'somewhere'</td>
<td>ni-kaj ni-kaarik (ABL) 'nowhere'</td>
<td>kaj-n’ibut' 'anywhere'</td>
<td>'everywhere'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Time</strong></td>
<td>kidi-ta 'sometimes'</td>
<td>ni-kidi nigdi 'never'</td>
<td>kidi-n’ibut' 'anytime'</td>
<td>sajek (sajk, saj)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Manner</strong></td>
<td>sir-ta 'somehow'</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>N/A</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*The concept of the table is used by Tenser (2008) and in the RMS database (Elšík, Matras 2001a).

In Estonian Laloritka the most common marker for a specific category of indefinite pronouns is the Russian indefinite marker -to (Russian где-то ‘somewhere’, что-то ‘something’), and occasionally an older Romanian-origin indefinite marker var(i)- is used. The marker for a free-choice category of indefinite pronouns is usually the Russian indefinite marker -нибудь (Russian кто-нибудь ‘anybody’ что-нибудь ‘anything’), but some speakers mark the free-choice category as specific-category indefinite pronouns with the marker -to, e.g. so-ta means both ‘something’ and ‘anything’, kon-ta ‘someone/anyone’.

The marker choice is speaker specific. Therefore, there are speakers who prefer the Russian marker -нибудь to mark the free-choice category while some prefer to use the specific category for the free-choice indefinites as well. The specific marker vari- is applied only by some speakers.

LL has the indefinite type ‘X na/ni X’, where na is the Early Romani indefinite particle *ni
(Tenser 2008: 108). This kind of indefinite is used as specific and free-choice indefinite pronouns and is seen in the forms kon-na-kon ‘anyone (who-na-who)’, so-na-so ‘something (what-na-what)’, ‘anything’, kidi-na-kidi ‘anytime (when-na-when)’ and kaj-na-kaj ‘somewhere, anywhere (where-na-where)’. The Russian free-choice marker -нибудь is not used in LL; instead the ‘X na X’ type indefinites or specific indefinites are used for the free-choice category. The specific category marker var(i)- (vaj-) is rarely present. The indefinite pronoun ‘anytime’ is expressed with the specific determiner saw ‘what/which’ as saw molos ‘any time’.

In LL the indefinites vārčane ‘otherwise’ and vārčal < vārthal ‘elsewhere’ are present. In EL only examples of veerthal ‘elsewhere’ can be seen.

LL has the borrowed vienmēr ‘always’, brīžiem ‘sometimes’, jebkurš ‘any’ and vienalga ‘whatever’ in the meaning ‘any’. Also, jek bax saj is used for ‘any’, which is a compound of jek ‘one’, bax ‘luck’ and saj ‘some, any’ meaning ‘whichever’. Additional negative indefinites are ni jekfar ‘not once’ in the meaning ‘never’ and ni-jek in the meaning ‘no one’ or ‘any one’. Tenser (ibid.) refers to ni-jek used as an indefinite negative determiner, although more rarely than in the first meanings. In EL the indefinite ni-jek is present only as a determiner.

Indefinite pronouns in EX typically follow the same pattern. However, for a specific category, only the marker -ta and not -var(i) is used. The indefinite pronoun ‘every’ is expressed with každo/kažno and ‘always’ is expressed with the Russian borrowing всегда and with usa by one speaker. The indefinite pronoun ‘any’ is expressed by save kames ‘which one you want’ beside the Russian loan люб- ‘any’.

In LX the definite marker var(i)- is retained and is used either as only the marker vari-so ‘something’ or as a double marking with the marker -to as in var-so-ta ‘something’ or vary-kaj-ta ‘somewhere’. Instead of ni-so ‘nothing’ the older ničhi is used. Ničhi is a combination of the older Romani čhi ‘nothing’ and the negative marker ni (Tenser 2008: 106). The indefinite pronoun ‘always’ is mostly expressed as saro vrem’a ‘all the time’ beside the Russian всегда.
6.1.11 Articles

Tenser (2008: 110) indicates that the indefinite article *jek(h)* ‘one’ is used in LL and EL to some extent. In addition, sometimes inflected forms of prepositions are used with the ending *e* for the feminine and *o* for the masculine as in *pal-e/pal-o* ‘behind’ (ibid.: 111). The indefinite article *jek(h)* is more often used by Estonian Laloritka speakers than EL speakers. It is most probably influenced by the Estonian *üks* ‘one’, which can occur in the position of an indefinite article (Pajusalu 2000: 103ff), but this could also be the result of an independent process.

(14)  *Ta kõndis ühe mehe taga.*  (Estonian)
3SG walked.3SG one.GEN man.GEN behind
He was walking behind a man.

(15)  *Jow phirdža pal jekh muršeste.*  (Estonian Laloritka)
he walked.3SG behind one man.LOC
He was walking behind a man.

For marking definiteness in Laloritka and Lotfitka Romani there is a tendency to use short forms of demonstratives. In Estonian definiteness is also expressed with the demonstrative *see* ‘this’. It can rarely be interpreted as an article, though. The tendency towards the re-emergence of the definite article in the form of the short demonstrative *da* is also seen by Matras (1999: 11) in the speech of Polska Roma.

(16)  *Da skoolotaja sikadža da nejeegenge da bildi.*  (Estonian Laloritka)
this teacher showed.3SG these children.DAT this pictures
That teacher showed pictures to the students

(17)  *Me dolijom da mantel’l’a latir.*  (Estonian Laloritka)
I got.1SG this coat her.ABL
I got the coat from him.

Demonstratives are also used in LL to show definiteness, but not as commonly as in EL.
6.2 Verbs

The section on verbs covers some issues on verb inflection; verb derivation; relevant markers on verbs, such as the future marker, the remoteness marker and the loan adaptation marker; and tense and aspect marking. The topic of aktionsart prefixes and verbal particles is covered in more detail.

6.2.1 Verb inflection—Present: Person Concord

The present tense personal markers in EL are uniform within the NE group: 1SG -av, 2SG -es, 3SG -el, 1PL -as, 2PL -en, 3PL -en.

The rare 1SG marker -m that concerns only two verbs, kam-am ‘I want’ and džin-om ‘I know’, is generally not present in EL as Tenser (2008: 117) states. There is one Laloritka and one EL Roma who use the form kam-om ‘I want’ a few times in the sample. This is most probably an influence from EX as the this speech reflects more features influenced by the Xaladytka dialect. EX speakers use only the form kam-am with the 1SG marker -m. The marker is common in EX with the verb ‘know’ džin-om ‘I know’. There is one EX speaker who uses only džin-aw, while three other speakers use only a few examples of džin-aw and mostly use the form džin-om. The 1SG marker -m is an older form with the verb stem džin- for Xaladytka in Russia according to Tenser (2008: 117).

LL speakers use no forms of either kam-am or džin-om, although in Tenser’s data rare examples of kam-am in LL were seen. LX speakers use only kam-am as well, but showed no use of džin-om and only follow the more regular pattern that is common to Lotfitka džin-av. Among the samples there is only one Latvian Polish Romani speaker who used the form džin-am a few times.

6.2.2 Loan verbs—Personal concord

In this section four different variants of personal markers in loanwords are presented.
Variants differentiate between choosing the third person singular marker -el or -i; omitting the personal marker in the third person singular; or omitting the Romani loan verb adaptation marker -in- when the third person singular marker -i is used. In addition, examples of leaving loan verb unintegrated are also discussed.

Loan verbs usually take the same personal concord markers as the inherited verbs, e.g. 1SG -av, 2SG -es, 3SG -el, 1PL -as, 2PL -en, 3PL -en. Loan verbs are adapted to Romani with the loan adaptation marker -in-. Therefore, the personal markers follow the adaptation marker -in-, e.g. brauc-in-el (ride-LOAN-3SG) ‘he/she rides’ from Latvian braukt ‘to ride’. As some dialects in the NE group, the EL and LL dialects sometimes omit the personal markers in the third-person singular and plural. (Tenser 2008: 119)

In addition to the common third-person marker -el, there is an additional third-person singular marker -i, e.g. brauc-in-i (ride-LOAN-3SG) ‘he/she rides’. The marker -i derives from the Greek third-person singular present tense ending (Matras 2002: 160). The suffix was borrowed from the Greek in Early Romani and was probably used with athematic (xenoclitic, borrowed) short non-perfective forms (Elšík, Matras 2006: 134).

Examples of the third-person singular marker -i in EL are bejdzini ‘ends’ Lat. beigt, čemmini ‘combs’ Lat. ņemmēt, kraasini ‘paints’ Lat. krāsot, and polzini pe ‘uses’ Rus. пользоваться.

(19) Mange dičola si saku duf-in-i fin’u vaš peske.  (Estonian Laloritka)
    me.DAT seems COMP all think-LOAN-I only for RFLX.3PL
    Everybody seems to be thinking only of themselves.

The third-person singular marker -i is also present in EX.

(20) Joj nasvaly i kašl’-in’-y.  (Estonian Xaladytka)
    she sick.F and cough-LOAN-3SG
    She is sick and coughs.

In the EL dialect, the marker -i is also present in borrowed modal verbs in the impersonal form, such as patik-i ‘is/are liked’ from the Latvian patikt ‘to like’ and the Polish loan čeb-i ‘is necessary, needs, has to’ from trzeba. In these constructions in Estonian and Latvian the agent is in the dative case and the verb in the third person.
(21) Mulle meeldib piim.  (Estonian)
    me.DAT like.3SG milk.NOM

(22) Man patīk piens.  (Latvian)
    me.DAT like.3SG milk.NOM

(23) Mange patiiki thuud.  (Estonian Lotfitka)
    me.GEN likes milk
    I like milk.

Sometimes the third person is left unmarked in borrowed verbs, i.e. no personal marker follows the loan adaptation marker -in-, e.g. brauc-in ‘he/she rides’. In Estonian Laloritka this variant is rarer than with the present tense marker -i. The same tendency seems to be present in LL, although there are also examples of forms without the final -i.

(24) Me našti ti krāsinaw khēr gādžu krās-in-i an mu štetus.
    I can’t COMP paint.1SG house non-Roma paint-LOAN-3SG in my.M place
    I can’t paint the house; a non-Gypsy man paints it for me.

(25) Me našti krāsinaw mu khēr, gādžu krās-in an mu štetus.
    I can’t paint.1SG my..M house non-Roma paint-LOAN in my.M place

In Latvian Romani there are many examples of not using the verb adaptation marker -in-, but instead the recent loanwords are treated as inherited ones or end with the marker -i. Here is an example of the perfective marker and personal marker added to the recent Latvian loanword notikt ‘happen’:

(26) So-ta nuotika-d-ija?  (Latvian Lotfitka)
    something happen-PRF-3SG
    Has anything/something happened?
The following examples illustrate the two strategies—having the marker -in- and the third-person marker or omitting the loan adaptation marker -in- before the third-person singular marker -i in the Latvian verb *pieder* ‘belongs’ in LL.

(27)  Da *khēr*  **pieder-in-i**  **mi**  špaleske.  (Latvian Lotfitka)
     this house belongs-LOAN-3SG my brother.DAT

(28)  Da *khēr*  **pieder-i**  **mi**  špaleske.  (Latvian Lotfitka)
     this house belong-3SG my brother.DAT
     This house belongs to my brother.

In the past tense the verbs with ending -i have different formations, e.g. čeb-adij-a, čeb-adij-a, sis čebno, čebin’a and in the EL also čeb-sadij-a.

As described by Tenser (2008: 121), in Russian Romani (Xaladytka) and in its satellites loan verbs are often not integrated. The same occurs in EX and, probably due to the influence of Russian Xaladytka, also in EL.

(29)  *Me ghal’uvaa*  so  kažno  **dumajet**  tol’ka  pal  peste.  (Estonian Xaladytka)
     I understand.1SG what everyone think.3SG only about RFLX.3SG
     Everybody seems to be thinking only of themselves.

(30)  *Me l’ubl’u*  utrosa  te  pjaw  kof’e.  (Estonian Xaladytka)
     I love.1SG morning.INST COMP drink.1SG coffee
     I like to drink coffee in the morning.

(31)  *Nikon dava*  uže  ne  **ispoljujet.**  (Estonian Lotfitka)
     noone this anymore NEG use
     No one uses this anymore.

6.2.3 The future marker -a

The future marker -a has an extension -m in 1PL throughout the whole of the NE group (Tenser 2008: 136). Out of seven EL and Laloritka speakers, six speakers add -m
exclusively and only one generally uses the 1PL future marker -a, in some cases adding the additional -m. The more common form would be with -m, as in ker-as-a-m, compared to ker-as-a ‘we will do’. Out of four Xaladytka speakers, two prefer the form without -m, but they use both variants and two use the extension -m exclusively.

All LL informants use the additional -m exclusively. LX speakers do not use the additional -m at all and express only forms like kerasa ‘we will do’, or džasa ‘we will go’.

6.2.4 The remoteness marker -as

In Romani the remoteness marker is expressed with the marker -as. It usually functions in Romani as the imperfective, pluperfect and politeness categories (Tenser 2008: 138). Elšík and Matras (2006: 181) explain that ‘The remoteness marker -as/-ahi/-s derives the remote tenses imperfect (from the present) and pluperfect (from the perfective) as a demarcation strategy, separating the depicted event from the context of speech.’ Matras (2002: 153) says that the distance that the remoteness marker creates in the interactional context has the effect of neutralizing the potentially manipulative significance of the request within the speech context.

The imperfect is derived from the subjunctive or subjunctive-present form when the remoteness marker is added, e.g. in EL kera(v) ‘I do’ > kera(v)-as ‘I was doing/I would do’. The pluperfect is derived from the preterite forms with the remoteness marker, e.g. kerdjom ‘I did’ > kerdjom-as ‘I had done/I would have done’. (Elšík, Matras 2006: 192).

The remoteness marker -as in EL sometimes appears in the form -is following the vowel change that has been mentioned before. In the Latvian and EL dialects the marker -as is contracted with the singular first-person case marker -av taking the form -aas as džavas > džaas ‘I was going’.

In EL the habitual category is in a few cases marked with the remoteness marker -as, but is usually marked with present/future marker -a.

(Estonian Laloritka)

(32) **Jej jēla** sajak ke me, a nikidi na phen-ela kidi jēla.  
she comes always to me but never NEG say-3SG.FUT when comes

He visits me often, but he never lets me know when he is coming.
When I was young, I used to go to the market very often.

### 6.2.5 Tense and Aspect—functions

**Table 9. Tense and aspect in Estonian Lotfitka**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Current Categories</th>
<th>Formation</th>
<th>Examples</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Future</td>
<td>present personal concord + a</td>
<td>ker-a(v)-a ‘I will do’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Present progressive</td>
<td>Present personal concord</td>
<td>ker-a(v)-a ‘I am doing’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Present</td>
<td>Present personal concord</td>
<td>ker-a(v)-a ‘I do’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>džin-aw ‘I know’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Subjunctive</td>
<td></td>
<td>(džinaw te) ker-aw</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>‘(I know to) do...’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Perfective</td>
<td>Perfective personal concord</td>
<td>kerdj-om ‘I did’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Imperfective</td>
<td>Present personal concord + as</td>
<td>ker-a(v)-as ‘I was doing’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(Habitual) (Progressive)</td>
<td></td>
<td>ker-a(v)-as ‘I am doing’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Counterfactual</td>
<td>Perfective personal concord + as</td>
<td>na kerdj-om-as ‘I would never do’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Polite</td>
<td></td>
<td>kamj-om-as ‘I would like to’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pluperfect</td>
<td>Perfective personal concord</td>
<td>kerdj-om-as ‘I had done’</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The conservative way of expressing present tense with the long form (ker-av-a instead of ker-av ‘I do’) of verbs is retained to some extent in the Xaladytka dialect, and to a greater extent in the LL dialect, specifically in the progressive constructions (Tenser 2008: 140). According to Tenser, LL and EL use long forms of verbs in the present, specifically in the present progressive and in the future tense. According to current data, the long form -ava (-aa) is quite common in present simple as well, as in following sentences:

(34) *Me ghaljuv-aa vašso jow gija krik.* (Estonian Lotfitka)

I understand-1SG.FUT why he went away
I understand why he left.
The two verbs that are not used with the long forms in the present simple in EL are džinaw ‘I know’ and kamaw ‘I love/I like’. In the Xaladytka dialect these verbs get the different personal marker -m in the first person as mentioned earlier. Among LL speakers we also see rare usage of long forms with the marker -a with these two verbs:

(37) Saw xāben kamela ti vīrmāta? (Latvian Lotfitka)
    What food does your (pl.) mother-in-law like?

(38) Me na džin-ā. (Latvian Lotfitka)
    I don’t know.

LX speakers rarely use long forms in the present progressive and the simple present and certainly do so less than EX speakers.

According to Tenser (2008: 142), in the NE group some dialects divorce the pluperfect from the counterfactual. The pluperfect can be expressed analytically, using temporal adverbs such as uže ‘already’, with the perfective marking on the verbs.

(39) Paka me dogijam žinku khēr jej uže otgij-a. (Estonian Lalaritka)
    Before we reached the house, she had already gone.

Tenser (ibid.) adds two ways for expressing the pluperfect in Lithuanian Romani with the gerund form and in Russian Romani with the past participle form. In EL the most common
way to express the pluperfect is to use temporal adverbs with the perfective marking on the verbs, but there are also variants of past participle forms for the pluperfect as in Xaladytka.

(Estonian Laloritka)

(40) *Do pudel’a sis krig lin-o saw-ta mi draugendir.*
this bottle COP.PST.3SG away took-PART.M some my.PL friends.ABL
This bottle had been taken away by some of my friends.

(41) *Me somas ugin-i.*
I COP.PST.1SG went-PART.F
I had gone out.

Past participle forms are also used in EX in the pluperfect.

(42) *Me somas ugen-o.*
I COP.PST.1SG went-PART.M
I had gone out.

In LL the most common way to express the pluperfect is with temporal adverbs as in EL, but there are also examples of the Xaladytka way to model it with the past participle form. In addition, few examples of gerund forms in the pluperfect are also found.

Pluperfect expressed with the past participle:

(Latvian Lotfitka)

(43) *Jow uže sis ajzgin-o si ame uže jawdžam.*
he already COP.PST.3SG went-PART.M COP.3SG we already came.1PL
He had already gone before we got there.

Pluperfect expressed with gerund:

(Latvian Lotfitka)

(44) *Me sumas auri izgīj-i.*
I COP.PST.3SG out AKT.went-GER
I had gone out.

In LX the pluperfect is expressed with the perfective form and the remoteness marker -as,
but there are also some gerund forms used for the pluperfect in the data. Gerund forms are also found in Lithuanian Romani according to Tenser (2008: 142).

(45) *Me vigij-i*. (Latvian Xaladytka)
I AKT.went-GER
I had gone out.

(46) *Me ugi’ij-i somas*. (Latvian Xaladytka)
I AKT.went-GER COP.PST.1SG
I had gone out.

(47) *Da butylka isys vari-kon lyj-i mire tavariš’ende*. (Latvian Xaladytka)
this bottle COP.PST.3SG someone took-GER my.PL friends.ABL
This bottle had been taken away by some of my friends.

Counterfactual construction is marked with the remoteness marker -as in all NE dialects (Tenser 2008: 142). There are two ways in the NE group to construct counterfactual construction. Most of the dialects add the remoteness marker -as to the perfective form of the verb like in Early Romani, but Russian Xaladytka speakers add it to the present tense personal marker. In EX and LX the same tendency is present, although LX speakers often choose the conservative way and add the remoteness marker to the perfective form.

In EL the perfective form of the verb is used and the remoteness marker is added to it.

(48) *Me nikidi paš loove na kheldž-um-as*. (Estonian Lotfitka)
I never for money NEG danced-1SG-REM
I would never dance for money!

In EX the remoteness marker is added to the present form of the verb. In Xaladytka dialect the Russian conditional particle is used, see more from Example 51.

(49) *Me by na khel-av-as pale love*. (Estonian Xaladytka)
I PART NEG dance-1SG-REM for money
I would never dance for money!
Influenced by Xaladytka, a few cases in Estonian Laloritka show the remoteness marker added to the present tense personal marker in the counterfactual construction.

(50)  *Me nigdi na khel-aas pal loove.* (Estonian Laloritka)
I never NEG dance-1SG.REM for money

In Xaladytka the Slavic irrealis/conditional particle *by* is used in counterfactual constructions. (Tenser 2008: 142–143) In Xaladytka dialects it is used with the verb form present personal concord + remoteness marker -a because the remoteness marker is added to the present personal concord as an innovation.

(51)  *Me by na khel-av-as pale love.* (Estonian Xaladytka)
I PART NEG dance-1SG-REM for money
I would never dance for money!

Influenced by Russian or Xaladytka, the particle *by* is sometimes used in counterfactual constructions in EL, keeping the original perfective form.

(52)  *Me be n’ikidi na kheldžumas pal loove.* (Estonian Lotfitka)
(53)  *Me bi tutir na puč-um-as ti na džinaw kaj daa*  
I PART you.ABL NEG asked-1SG-REM COMP NEG knew.1SG where it si. 
COP.3SG  
I wouldn’t ask you if I knew where it is.

The pattern for using the Russian irrealis/conditional particle *by* is different in the EX and EL dialects.

In LL the present verb form with the remoteness marker seems to be used as often as the more conservative form. The use of the Slavic particle *by* is not common among LL speakers.

Here is an example of an LL speaker using the Russian model with the verb in present tense to express the counterfactual.
In EX the particle is also sometimes omitted, but not consistently by any speaker. The politeness category is expressed in the same way as the counterfactual (Tenser 2008: 143). The same is seen based on this data on the Estonian and Latvian dialects. However, sometimes the verb is left in the present or past tense and the remoteness marker is not added.

6.2.6 The imperative form

In the Xaladytka dialect loanwords with the verb adaptation marker -in- in the imperative form are marked differently than in other NE dialects—with suffix -e—while in other NE dialects they have no marking like a majority of the verbs (Tenser 2008: 145–146). EX follows the same pattern as Russian Xaladytka, and Lotfitka has no marking like the rest of the dialects. In LX there is less use of the final -e with adapted verbs, but it is present in the sample.
According to Tenser (2008: 146), the Xaladytka dialect in Russia and LL do not always use Romani morphology with loan verbs in the imperative form, but instead keep the original one. In Estonia we see the same with local dialects—Xaladytka and Lotfitka—but in both cases the source language is Russian and the morphology of Russian is kept. There are no examples of EL keeping Latvian or Estonian morphology to express imperatives.

(59)  **Talkn’i les!** < Russian imperative **толкни** ‘push!’  (Estonian Xaladytka)
Push him!

(60)  **paklanisj, paklanitjesj** < Russian **поклонись** ‘you(SG), bow!’, **поклонитесь** ‘you(PL), bow!’  (Estonian Laloritka)

(61)  **kumard-in, kumard-in-en** < Estonian **kummarda!** ‘bow down!’ (Estonian Laloritka)
Bow down!

Two out of four EX speakers attach the Russian plural imperative morpheme -te to the 2/3PL marking that is described by Tenser (2008: 147).

(62)  **Xa-n’-t’e pšalore!**  (Estonian Xaladytka)
et-3PL-IMP
Brothers, eat!

(63)  **Pje-n’-t’e pšalore!**  (Estonian Xaladytka)
Brothers, drink!

(64)  **Ker-en-t’e bjaw!**  (Estonian Xaladytka)
Marry soon!

### 6.2.7 Non-finite forms

The most common non-finite verb form in EL is the perfective participle form as commonly found in the NE dialects (Tenser 2008: 148). The verb with the perfectivity marker takes the adjectival ending -o for the masculine, -i for the feminine and -e for the
plural. The participles are often formed with the present or perfective copula, but the copula can be omitted.

(65) **Klejta vimor-d-i.** (Estonian Laloritka)
    dress wash-PRF-F
    *The dress is washed.*

(66) **Klejta si mor-d-i.** (Estonian Laloritka)
    dress  is wash-PRF-F

(67) **Klejta auri mor-d-i.** (Latvian Lotfitka)
    dress  out  wash-PRF-F

(68) **Mas isi zapek-l-o.** (Estonian Lotfitka)
    meat COP.3SG cook-PRF-M
    *The meat is roasted.*

Participles of loan verbs are formed with the Greek-derived indeclinable suffix -ime(n) (Tenser 2008: 149; Matras 2002: 160). This suffix is also present in the EL, EX and LX Romani dialects, but there is only one example in LL. That partly supports Tenser’s claim (2008: 150) that the suffix -ime(n) is not found in some of the NE dialects.

An example of a perfective participle from the Latvian verb *ceļot* ‘to travel’:

(69) **Ne me ne mi phen but na sam cel’-ime.** (Latvian Lotfitka)
    NEG  I  NEG my.F sister much NEG COP.1PL  travel-PART
    Neither my sister nor I have been travelling much.

The suffix -ime is more common in EX and LX. In the Estonian data it occurs in a few examples with Estonian and Russian loanwords.

(70) **Jow si svat-ime.** < Russian cвaм- ‘propose marriage’ (Estonian Laloritka)
    he COP.3SG engage-PART
    He is engaged.
The house is painted.

In EX there are only a few examples as well. In LX the suffix is more productive and used in various loan verbs by different speakers.

There are also a few examples where the suffix -ime is used with inherited Romani verbs. Tenser pointed out the same for Russian Romani in his work (2008: 150).

The participles of loan words retain the participle/adjectival morphology of the L2 and add a Romani person marker (Tenser 2008: 150).

In the Estonian data there is only the gerundial marker -Vndo(j) and not the indeclinable marker -i that is found in Lithuanian and Russian (Xaladytka) Romani. The gerundial verb form is used to express action that is simultaneous to the action in the main clause (Tenser 2008: 150). The gerundial form is more commonly used by LL speakers than EL speakers.
There is one deverbal genitive derivation found in the EL data that supports Tenser’s (2008: 151) claim that the form is very rare. However, in LL we find the form among different speakers and used a bit more commonly.

As the non-finite forms are rather rare and the finite forms are preferred, the phrases that have two simultaneous actions are formed through chaining the phrases or by serialization (Tenser 2008: 152). In the EL dialect the non-finite forms are also quite often replaced by the finite forms. In LL the gerundial marker -Vnduj is widely used in these constructions.
Tenser (2008: 153) also mentions a strategy to replace passive phrases that would commonly use the perfective participle with the active ones based on the Slavic model. Instead of using the perfective participle, the verb is in third person as in the next example in which the sentence ‘The boy is being beaten up’ is translated to Romani as ‘(they) are beating the boy’ using the third-person plural.

This is a quite common strategy in EL and EX and also in the Latvian Romani dialects.

6.2.8 Transitive derivations

The transitive markers in the NE group are the fossilized transitive markers -av- and -ar-, and the productive marker -kir- (Tenser 2008: 154–156). Out of two examples of the marker -ar-, dand-yr- ‘to bite’ and bist-r- ‘to forget’, Tenser points out that in the latter one, bist-r- ‘forget’, the marker has undergone phonetic erosion. In the EL and LL dialects and in EX the short and full forms of this lexeme are present. The change from $a > i/y$ has still taken place.

Our grandmother sometimes forgets our names.

She always forgets to close the door.

The story was told and forgotten.
An additional lexical item with the transitive marker -ar- is *phag-*ir- ‘to break something’. The intransitive counterpart is not seen in EL but is found in other Romani dialects, e.g. Sinti *phag-* ‘to break’ (ROMLEX).

(87)  *Me phag-*ir-*džom*  kruuzin’a.  (Estonian Laloritka)
I break-TR-PST.1SG little cup
I broke the cup.

The transitive marker -ar- is also present in the word *rak-*ir- ‘to speak, to tell’, but similarly to the previous example, the verb is exclusively used with the marker and there is no intransitive form seen in EL.

In the Laloritka Romani samples there is an example of the marker -ar- replacing -av-. The marker -av- is usually used in the NE group with the lexical item *žang-*av- ‘wake up’, but *žang-*ir- by the Laloritka Roma in EL.

(88)  *Saku tašarlate žang-*ir-*la*  peski nejeeegen an efta opre.  (Estonian Laloritka)
every morning wake-TR-3SG RFL children in seven up
Every morning she wakes up her child at 7 o’clock.

(89)  *Sakku tašarla žang-*er-*aava*  pe efta mu nejeeegen upre.  (Estonian Laloritka)
every morning wake-TR-1SG at seven my children up
Every morning I wake up my child at 7 o’clock.

The transitive marker -kir- is the most common synthetic transitive marker of these three markers and it is productive to some degree (Tenser 2008: 156). The marker -kir- seems to be productive in Estonian dialects as well. As an example, there is a calque from Estonian to mark *get dirty* as *get black*, motivated by the Estonian adjective *must* that covers both meanings ‘black’ and ‘dirty’. The marker -kir- is added to the Romani word *kaalo* ‘black’.

(90)  *Nejeegos kaal’a-kir-*la*  kheer.  (Estonian Laloritka)
child black-TR-3SG house
The child makes the house dirty.
6.2.9 Intransitive derivations

The intransitive marker -(j)o(v) is found throughout the NE dialects but doesn’t seem to be a productive mechanism for deriving intransitive verbs in the NE dialects (Tenser 2008: 158). As in the rest of the NE group, in EL the most productive way to derive intransitives from transitive verbs is through the use of reflexive particles—pe(s) for the singular and pen for the plural or the personal pronoun forms man/tut/amen/tumen. This way of deriving intransitive constructions with reflexive particles is based on the Russian and Polish system (Tenser 2008: 159), e.g. Romani garavaa ‘I hide (something)’ > garavaa pe/garavaa man ‘I hide myself (hide.1SG RFL)’, tu garavesa ‘you.SG hide (something)’ > tu garavesa pe/tu garavesa tut ‘you.SG hide yourself’.

(91) Tiknin’ko nejeegus garadža pe tele pal kašt. (Estonian Lotfitka)
small.M child hid.3SG RFL under behind three
The little child hid behind a tree.

(92) Jone garade xaaben. (Estonian Laloritka)
they hid.3PL food
They hid the food.

As noted by Tenser (2008: 159), the borrowed verbs that have the reflexive particle in Russian are calqued with the particle into Romani. The reflexive particle is used even if the verb itself is in Romani, e.g. sa- ‘to laugh’ following the Russian model with the reflexive marker -ся as in смеяться ‘to laugh’.

(93) Na sa tut pu veer maanušende. (Estonian Laloritka)
NEG laugh.3SG RFL.2SG at other people.LOC
Don’t laugh at other people.

The Russian borrowings that have the reflexive suffix -ся are integrated into Romani with the marker -in- and the separated reflexive particle is used, e.g. заблудиться ‘to lose, astray’.
Three of my dad’s friends got lost in the war.

The phenomenon is less common in EL than in EX. The reflexive particle was only added by one speaker to the verb *laugh*, but all the other Lotfitka speakers used the verb without it:

(95) *Na sa veer maanušendir.* (Estonian Lotfitka)

Don’t laugh at other people.

In many cases EL speakers don’t use the reflexive particle, but EX speakers follow the Russian pattern constantly. Here is another example modelling the Russian verb *оставаться* ‘to stay’ in EX and the variant without it in EL.

(96) *Joj ačela pe ješ’o pe jex dyves.* (Estonian Xaladytka)

She stay RFL.3SG more for one day

(97) *Jej jačhela iš’š'o pu jek diis.* (Estonian Lotfitka)

She is staying for another day.

The same division is seen in LL and LX. Xaladytka calques Russian and Lotfitka speakers, on the other hand, use the verb without the reflexive particle.

(98) *Joj jačhel pe ješ’o po jekh dyves.* (Latvian Xaladytka)

(99) *Jow jačela ošto pu jek dis.* (Latvian Lotfitka)

On the other hand, there are also some stable lexical items with the reflexive particle in EL and LL that are based on Polish and Russian examples. One of these is ‘to fight’, which is derived from the verb ‘to hit’ with the reflexive particle. In Russian the verbs are бить ‘to hit’ and битьца ‘to fight’ and in Polish *bić* ‘to hit’ *bić się* ‘to fight’.
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(100) Tu mardžan čaavores kon doj rovela? (Estonian Laloritka)
you.SG hit.PST.2SG boy.ACC who there cry.3SG
Did you hit the boy who is crying there?

(101) Jone marna pen vaš paan’i. (Estonian Laloritka)
they fight.3PL RFL.3PL for water
They fight for the water.

(102) Jone marna pe vaš pān’i. (Latvian Lotfitka)
they fight.3PL RFL for water
EL examples of the reflexive particle used with Latvian loan verbs also exist.

(103) Brišind bejdzindža pes. (Estonian Laloritka)
rain end.pst.3SG RFL.SG
It stopped raining.

6.2.10 Aktionsart prefixes

The Slavic aktionsart prefixes are commonly used in the NE dialects to modify verbs (Tenser 2008: 160). Matras (2002: 175) proposes a process of establishing a system of today’s Latvian Romani verbal prefixes: ‘In Latvian Romani, the aktionsart marking is inherited from the forerunner dialect, which emerged in contact with Polish. But the system is further enriched through borrowings of Lithuanian and Latvian aktionsart prefixes (...’ Tenser (2008: 160) mentions only Latvian verbal prefixes in addition to Slavic ones, which is more probable as Lithuanian has had relatively little impact on Romani (Tenser 2005: 1). Ariste (1973) exhibits some of the Latvian verbal prefixes and the Slavic verbal prefixes that he has attested in Lotfitka dialect.

As mentioned by Rusakov (2001: 315), for the North Russian Romani (Xaladytka) dialect, the prefixed and simple forms sometimes have no obvious difference in meaning. The same is seen in the Estonian and Latvian Romani dialects with both Latvian and Russian aktionsart prefixes.

Slavic and Latvian verbal prefixes can attach to inherited and borrowed verbs. The borrowed verb can be modified the same way with verbal prefixes as in the source
language. With an inherited lexicon, it is enough to establish the equivalence in the two different languages. (Tenser 2008: 161–162) As the prefixes are modelled on individual Russian verbs, Rusakov (2001: 316) draws the conclusion that ‘grammatical changes in the sphere of aspect representation are brought into NRRD [North Russian Romani dialect] by “lexical means”’.

6.2.10.1 Latvian aktionsart prefixes

In the LL and EL dialects, Latvian aktionsart prefixes are present. In the Estonian data they are less frequently used, but examples of the Latvian verbal prefixes aiz- ‘under, toward, away’, ap- ‘around, about’, at- ‘away, open’, ie- ‘in, into’, no- ‘from’, pār- ‘over’ and uz- ‘on, onto’ are seen. Similarly to the Slavic aktionsart prefixes, Latvian prefixes are used with Latvian loan verbs or with Romani verbs calquing the Latvian equivalent. As in Latvian the verbal prefixes are often used to express new meanings using the stem from Romani and prefix from Latvian. Ariste (1973) discusses the Latvian verbal prefixes no-, uz- and ie- in his article on Latvian verbal prefixes in the Lotfitka dialect.

The verb aizd- ‘to lend’ is modelled after the Latvian aiz-do-t (out-give-INF) ‘borrow’. The aktionsart prefix is borrowed in the same form, but the verb stem is translated into Romani, i.e. the Latvian dot ‘to give’ to the Romani verb d- ‘to give’.

(104) Tu vašti aiz-d-es mange da mašin’a po vixadnije? (Estonian Laloritka)
     you.SG can AKT-give-2SG me.DAT this car on weekend
     Can you lend me a car for a weekend?

Here is an example of borrowing the Latvian verb stem and the prefix as a whole unit and integrating the verb with the marker -in-. The Latvian form to mark ‘to guess’ is uzminēt.

(105) Me so-ta lačom, uz-min’in so dova? (Estonian Laloritka)
     I something found.1SG guess.IMP what that
     I found something—guess what it is!

In EL the Latvian aktionsart prefixes are most often used to calque Latvian verbs, and the main strategy is to translate the verb to Romani. There is one example in EL of a stable
lexical item used with the Latvian prefix. The verb from *nuo-peja pe(s)* ‘happened’ is used beside the form *popeja pe(s)* and in LL beside the Latvian loan *nuotikandija* < *notikt* Latvian ‘to happen’. It is a combination of the Latvian aktionsart prefix *no-* based on the Latvian verb *notikt*, the Romani verb *peerel* ‘to become’ following the Polish logic *stawać się* ‘to become’ and *stać się* ‘to become, to happen’, and adding the reflexive particle *pes* modelling the Polish or Russian *случилось* ‘to happen’.

(106) Niso na *nuo-peja pes*. (Estonian Lalaritka)
    nothing NEG AKT-happened.3SG RFL.3SG
    Nothing happened.

Tenser (2014) points out that in EL there are no Baltic prefixes found with imperatives, and either adverbials or Slavic prefixes are preferred.

### 6.2.10.2 Slavic aktionsart prefixes

Polish and Russian prefixes occur with a borrowed lexicon and due to calquing Slavic verbs: the Romani verb stem is compounded with the Slavic prefixes, as is common with the Latvian calques. In the following example, the Russian verb *угадать* ‘to guess’ is borrowed and adapted with the loan adaptation marker *-in-* into Romani.

(107) *Me so-ta lastjom, u-gad-in so daa si!* (Estonian Lalaritka)
    I something found.1SG AKT-guess-IN.IMP what it is
    I found something—guess what it is!

An example exists of using the Slavic *roz/-raz-* verbal prefix *raz-* and the Romani stem *mard-* ‘to hit’ to calque the Russian or Polish verb ‘to break’. In Russian the verb ‘to break’ is expressed with the prefix added to the verb ‘break’ as Russian *быть* ‘to hit’ *разбить* ‘to break’. The Romani verb meaning ‘to hit’ is *mar-*.

(108) *Me ruz-mardżum kruuza.* (Estonian Lotfitka)
    I AKT-broke.1SG cup
    I broke the cup.
Another example shows the process of giving a new meaning to a verb is found with the Russian verbal prefix *raz-* and the Romani stem *phen-* ‘to say’ used to express meaning ‘tell (a story)’, which is modelled after Russian *рассказать* ‘tell (a story), *сказать* meaning ‘to say’.

(108)  *Lija ti ras-phenel peski džiipen.*  
(Estonian Laloritka)

(109)  *Jej lija ti rus-phenel mange paasana.*  
(Estonain Lotfitka)

She started to tell a story.

Russian and Polish verbal prefixes are often used to mark the perfective aspect in Romani. The verbs *rakir-* ‘to tell’ and *bistir-* ‘to forget’ are marked with the Slavic prefix *po-* to express the perfective aspect. The prefix *za-* is added, modelling the Russian verb *забывать* ‘to forget’.

(110)  *Doj pa-rakirla doj pa-zabistirde.*  
(Estonian Laloritka)

The story was told and forgotten.

6.2.10.3 Fusion

Rusakov’s (2001: 317) data on the North Russian Romani dialect contains some examples of prefixed verbs that are not constructed directly from Russian as calques, i.e. there is no equivalent in that form in the source language from where the verbal prefix and the stem could be borrowed as a compound set. Rusakov suggests that in these cases the lexical identification was done at an earlier stage of dialect development, perhaps in the environment of another Slavic language. Rusakov (ibid.: 318) also guesses that some forms might be ‘lexical residues of earlier calques of certain words of another dialect or chronological variants of Russian, which thus reflect the preceding stages of NRRD (North Russian Romani dialect) language contacts’. Another explanation provided by Rusakov is that the prefixing system is productive and ‘speakers use the strategy of constructing new verbs with the help of borrowed prefixes according to productive models’.

Matras (2002: 227) suggests the term fusion, defining it as ‘the non-separation of languages for a particular category’, a term that is also used by Tenser (2005, 2008). The
productivity of the Slavic aktionsart prefixes is clear for Russian Romani, Polish Romani and Lithuanian Romani (Tenser 2008: 163).

Tenser (2005: 41) has listed examples with common Russian prefixes used in Lithuanian Romani on Romani verbs that are the results of fusion, naming the phenomenon semantic integration. The Russian prefix za- forms za-xačkir- ‘to burn something’ and the Russian equivalent would be pod-pal-. Another example provided by Tenser is po-dykh- ‘to see’, having the Russian equivalent u-vid-.

To show the richness and variability of the system, this verb takes the prefix uz- (this prefix is present in the Latvian uz- ‘on, onto, over, above’, but not compounded with redzēt ‘to see’) by one EL and two Laloritka Roma as uz-dikh- while other speakers leave it free of verbal prefixes. LL speakers sometimes use the prefix ie- e.g. ie-dikh- ‘to see’, which in other cases gives new meaning ‘to like’ following the equivalent in Latvian iergedzēt ‘to like’. EX and LX speakers use the Russian verbal prefix u- (u-dykh) as in Russian u-vid-.

This example illustrates the high variation of verbal prefixes among closely related dialects that are spoken in the same region and alludes to the use of independent productive models.

(111) Jesl’i tu jeesa me tut uz-dikhaa. (Estonian Laloritka)
    if you.SG come.2SG I you.ACC AKT-see.1SG

(112) Ja tu atjāsa ti me tut ie-dikhā. (Latvian Lotfitka)
    if you.SG come then I you.ACC AKT-see.1SG
    If you come, I shall see you.

Another example by Tenser (2005: 41) is vy-bičh- ‘to send’ compared to Russian ot-prav-, but that could be formed following Polish wy-słać ‘to send’. It is used by a single Estonian Laloritka speaker while other speakers use the verb without the verbal prefix.

Therefore, in the Lotfitka dialects it is possible to trace back Polish, Russian and Latvian verbal prefixes. In addition to these three models, there are cases in which the prefix is not based on any of the lexical items from these languages.

Ariste (1983: 27) has identified the aktionsart prefix za- in the verb derived from Estonian laulatama ‘to marry, to wed’, Lot. laulisker- in Jow za-lauliskerdža rakl’a ‘He wedded his
daughter’ to express the perfective aspect. In the current data, there are no aktionsart prefixes added to the Estonian verb stems, but there are many examples with the prefix za- with verb stems from different origins, e.g. in Latvian loan verbs to show the perfective aspect, e.g. za-maldin- ‘get lost’, Lat. maldītis ‘get lost’, which in Latvian gets the prefixes ap- or no- to express the perfective aspect. The prefix za- also appears with inherited lexicon such as in:

(113) zaghrudi ‘dressed’,
      zamordi ‘washed’,
      zamakhela ‘makes dirty’,
      zaxaja ‘eaten’,
      zanasval’osa ‘get sick’
      zaphagirla ‘breaks’,
      zabančkirla ‘bends’
      zasikl’akirja ‘taught’.

The frequency of the prefix za- is probably increased by the Latvian prefix sa-, which is a marker of the perfective aspect as well. Therefore, the marker for the inherited lexicon is either motivated by Latvian, Russian or Polish. Although the prefix za- is common in LL, the usage of the prefix differs in vocabulary and function compared to EL.

Another case of fusion with aktionsart prefixes is present when speakers use double prefixes on Romani verbs. Here is an example that uses the prefixes za- and s- following each other. The speaker is probably mixing the Lotfitka and Xaladytka lexical items for ‘repair’, which are respectively zaker- and sker-.

(114) Urdena sige za-s-kerde. (Latvian Lotfitka)
carts quickly AKT-AKT-do.PST.3PL
The carts were being repaired quickly.

(115) Urdena bystres s-kerde. (Estonian Xaladytka)
(116) Jone za-kerde sige urdena. (Latvian Lotfitka)
The carts were being repaired quickly.

Another example is pazabistirde ‘forgotten’, which contains the two Slavic prefixes pa- and za-. In this case it is probably from the Russian form позабывать ‘to forget’, and both
of the prefixes before бывать are added to the Romani stem bistir- ‘to forget’. The lexical item could be zabister- and the prefix po- is added for the perfective meaning.

(117)  Doj parakirla doj pa-za-bistirde.  
(Estonian Laloritka)  
The story was told and forgotten.

6.2.11 Verbal particles

Matras (2002: 158) indicates that another type of aktionsart marking in some Romani dialects is a combination of the verb stem with the semi-bound verbal particle, which is common in the Romani dialects in intensive contact with Hungarian and German. All of the Romani dialects belonging to the NE group have been under German-language influence. The influence has been especially heavy on Latvian and Estonian Romani, as compared to other NE dialects additional borrowed lexical items from German are found. (Tenser 2008: 221)

Tenser (2014) shows that, in samples from the same region and same dialect, speakers’ patterns can highly vary concerning verbal prefixes and particles. This can be influenced by current contact language, i.e. Estonian and Latvian vs. Russian and Lithuanian Romani show an overwhelming preference for Slavic prefixes (ibid.).

The verbal particles in Lotfitka dialects are derived from the prepositions tele ‘down’ xačkir- tele ‘burn down’, auri ‘out’ traadena auri ‘drive away (someone)’, opre ‘above, on’ d- opre ‘wake up’, paale ‘back’ jav- paale ‘go back’ and andre ‘in’ jav- andre ‘enter’. The particles krik, krigal ‘away, off’ and phiro (pšiire) ‘open’ are formed from adverbials. Another particle in the data is capla, which is, according to Mānušs (1997: 38), formed of the Russian interjection yan! ‘to catch!, to snatch!’ and Romani la ‘her’ l- capla(m) ‘embrace’, d- capla(m) ‘grab, hold’. According to Zuzana Bodnarova (2015: 218–219) in Kisbajom Romani, where the German and Hungarian verbal particles are common, the particles either indicate direction or change the aktionsart, aspect or the verb meaning.

6.2.12 Modals and Auxiliaries

For presenting the modals and auxiliaries, I follow the analysis Matras proposed (2002: 163) and Tenser (2008: 165) has used for analyzing the NE group. In addition to the usual
modals of necessity and ability, Matras includes the volition verb ‘want’ and proposes a borrowability scale (ibid.).

VOLITION > INABILITY > ABILITY > NECESSITY

The scale, which holds true for the NE dialects, states that the more control the agent has over the action, the more stable the verb; and the less control the subject has, the more likely the modal is to be borrowed, and the more likely it is to be expressed by an impersonal form, or a modality marker. (Matras 2002: 163)

The most stable is the volition modal ‘want’, which is expressed the same way throughout the NE dialects with *kam-* . It is always inflected and accompanied by a complementizer. Next on the scale are the modal of inability ‘cannot’, and that of ability ‘can’. (Tenser 2008: 166) In the EL and LL dialects the inherited Romani modals *našti* ‘cannot’ and *ašti* ‘can’ are typically used, but in the EL dialect there is a tendency to replace it with *dol-* ‘can’ and *na dol-* ‘cannot’. The original meaning of *dol-* is ‘to get’ and it is probably a calque from the Estonian verb *saama* ‘to get, to become, to be able to’.

(118) *Kas saa-d koos minu-ga tulla?* (Estonian)
    Q you.SG can-2SG together me-COM come.INF
    Can you come with me?

(119) *Tu dol-esal manca te jees?* (Estonian Laloritka)
    you can-2SG me.INST COMP come.2SG
    Can you come with me?

(120) *Tu ašti manca te jees?* (Estonian Lotfitka)
    you can me.INST COMP come.2SG
    Can you come with me?

Examples of ‘cannot’ with the inherited *našti* and calqued *dol-* and Estonian equivalent.
(121) **Ma ei saa sõita mõõda seda teed.** (Estonian)
I NEG can.INF drive.INF along this.PTV road.PTV
I cannot drive through this road.

(122) **Me našti braucinaw po dava drom.** (Estonian Lotfitka)
I cannot drive.1SG on this road
I cannot drive through this road.

(123) **Me na dolaa ti braucinaw pašil pir da drom.** (Estonian Lotfitka)
I NEG can.1SG COMP drive.1SG along this road

The inherited *ašti* and *našti* are impersonal, as seen from the examples above, but the calqued modal *dol-* is always conjugated in person and tense. Both of the inherited modal verbs for ability and inability are in variation with calqued verbs. The preference seems to be speaker specific, as one Laloritka speaker prefers the inherited *našti* ‘cannot’ but uses only a few examples of the inherited *(v)*ašti ‘can’, while an EL speaker expressed only one example of *našti* but used *(v)*ašti quite often. In some informants’ speech we find only a few examples of inherited forms and only *na dol-*/*dol-* is used.

The complementizer *te* (*ti*) is not always used with the inherited modal verbs *našti* and *(v)*ašti. One Laloritka Roma uses the complementizer exclusively, while other Laloritka and Lotfitka Roma use the complementizer only to a certain extent.

Two of the EX speakers use the calqued modal verb *dol-* due to contact with Lotfitka speakers. One who has been influenced more heavily by Lotfitka dialects also uses the inherited Romani *našti* and *ašti*. The other two use the Russian borrowings *мочь* ‘can’, *уметь* ‘can, be able to’ without integrating them to Romani and retain the Russian conjugation pattern.

(124) **Me mag-u te džaw de foro.** (Estonian Xaladytka)
I may-1SG COMP go.1SG in town
I might go to town.

Typically the complementizer *te* is retained while using the Russian borrowing with Russian conjugation.
Tu mož-ys te javes manca? (Estonian Xaladytka)
Can you come with me?

The modal of necessity is always a Slavic borrowing in the NE group (Tenser 2008: 167). In all three Estonian Romani groups the Polish loan čeb- ‘is necessary, needs, has to’ is used. It appears in impersonal form. In the present tense in EL it is usually used as čeb or čeb’i and in EX as čejny, čebi or čeb’in. The modal verb is used with the dative construction as in Polish.

Mange čeb miire draugi. (Estonian Lotfitka)
I need my friends.

Sometimes the past participle is used instead, especially by LL speakers.

Mange dava na sis čebno butediir. (Estonian Lalaritka)
I didn’t need it anymore.

Mange dova na sis čebnu. (Latvian Lotfitka)
I didn’t need it anymore.

One Lalaritka and one EX speaker also used the Slavic modal verb treb-, which is not present in the Latvian data. In the Latvian data Xaladytka speakers have borrowed нужно ‘necessary’ from Russian and vajadzīgs from Latvian.

The two aspectual auxiliary verbs ‘start’ and ‘stop’ are used most commonly in the NE group: l- ‘take’ and ‘stop’ is based on the verb (j)ač- ‘stay’ (Tenser 2008: 168). The l- ‘start’ is commonly used in the EX and Lotfitka dialects. To express ‘stop’, borrowed verbs are integrated from Russian končinel < кончаться ‘stop, end’ and Latvian bejginel < beigts ‘end’.
7 Syntax

The chapter on syntax covers an overview of prepositions in the EL dialect; adverbial and relative clauses; and embedded questions under the section subordination, complementation and utterance modifiers.

In Latvian and Estonian Romani subgroup in the NE dialects Tenser (2008: 282) points out change in interrogative sav- > saj- ‘which’ that is specific in syntax.

7.1 Prepositions

Prepositions are more often inflected by EX speakers. EL rarely uses the inflected prepositions. The inflected preposition and-o/and-e ‘in’ seems to be the most common but is also not used consistently, and the uninflected form an is a more common variant.

7.1.1 Prepositions of space and location

Compared to the data provided by Tenser (2008: 177) about Latvian and Estonian Romani, the Polish/Latvian preposition preču only expresses the meaning ‘opposite’ or ‘across’ and rarely ‘in front’ in EL. The preposition preču was not found in the meaning ‘above’ in either the Estonian or Latvian dialects. The preposition blakus/blakam/blaku designated as ‘near’ by Tenser (ibid.) has in EL retained the original Latvian meaning ‘next to’ (Latvian blakus, blaku, blakām ‘next to, beside’) and is only rarely used in the sense of ‘near’. To denote the meaning ‘in the middle’ in the Estonian Romani dialects, the preposition maškir ‘between’ is used while in LL the preposition an ‘in’ and adverb vidus are used in Romani (the Latvian adjective vidus ‘middle’ and the adverb vidū LOC ‘in the middle’), e.g. an ciemusku vidus ‘in the middle of the village’.

In EL and LL the preposition rax ‘at, by, near, next to’ of Kurdish origin is present in a few examples. Mānušs et al. (1997: 352) listed the preposition rax-ke/rax-ko ‘near, close to’, but in the current data it exists independently.

(129) Murš čamudžja džūl’a rax lempi. (Estonian Lalaritka)
man kissed.3SG women.ACC on lips
The man kissed the woman on the lips.
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Table 10. **Spatial prepositions in Estonian Lotfitka, Latvian Lotfitka and Estonian Xaladytka**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>English</th>
<th>Early Romani</th>
<th>Estonian Lotfitka</th>
<th>Latvian Lotfitka</th>
<th>Estonian Xaladytka</th>
<th>Latvian/ Estonian Romani (Tenser 2008)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>‘behind’</td>
<td>pal</td>
<td>pal, pal-</td>
<td>pal, (pal-)</td>
<td>pal, pal-</td>
<td>pal-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>‘in front’</td>
<td>angle</td>
<td>angil, (paš)</td>
<td>angil, (preču)</td>
<td>angil, paš, paš-</td>
<td>angil, preču</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>‘above’</td>
<td>opre</td>
<td>opre, p-</td>
<td>p-</td>
<td>angil, paš</td>
<td>preču</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>‘opposite’, ‘across’</td>
<td>mamuj</td>
<td>preču</td>
<td>preču</td>
<td>naprotif</td>
<td>preču</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>‘under’</td>
<td>tel</td>
<td>tal</td>
<td>tal</td>
<td>tel-</td>
<td>tal-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>‘to’</td>
<td>ke, te</td>
<td>ke (ki), k-</td>
<td>ki, k-</td>
<td>ke, ki</td>
<td>ke, ki</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>‘from’, ‘out of’</td>
<td>katar, tar</td>
<td>Ablative case</td>
<td>Ablative case</td>
<td>Ablative case</td>
<td>Ablative case</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>‘in’</td>
<td>andre</td>
<td>andre, and-, an</td>
<td>andre, an</td>
<td>andre, dre, de</td>
<td>andr-, and-, an</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>‘on’</td>
<td>opre</td>
<td>p-</td>
<td>p-</td>
<td>paš, paš-, paš</td>
<td>p(r)-, paš-, blaka</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>‘near’</td>
<td>paš</td>
<td>paš, paš-, k- blakam, blakus</td>
<td>paš, k- blakam, blaku(s)</td>
<td>paš, paš-, paš</td>
<td>paš-, blaka</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>‘between’, ‘across’</td>
<td>maškar</td>
<td>maškir, maškiral</td>
<td>maskir, starp</td>
<td>maškir, maškiral</td>
<td>maškir</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>‘around’</td>
<td>trujal</td>
<td>trujal, truj, truju, vistruj</td>
<td>truju, truja(a)l, apkärt</td>
<td>vakrug</td>
<td>trujal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>‘across’</td>
<td>perdal</td>
<td>pirdal</td>
<td>pirda(a)l</td>
<td>(p’idal), čir’is</td>
<td>pir</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>‘through’</td>
<td>perdal</td>
<td>durx, drux, pirdal, pir, (čir’is)</td>
<td>drux, pur, pir</td>
<td>(p’ir’i, p’idal), čir’is</td>
<td>drux, durx</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>‘by’ (the hair)</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>pal</td>
<td>pal</td>
<td>pal, pal-</td>
<td>pal-</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The preposition *mamuj* (Early Romani ‘opposite’) found in Tenser’s (2008: 172) data only once for Russian Romani and Lithuanian Romani in the adverb meaning ‘past’ is present in the EX and EL dialects as the adverb ‘directly, straight’. In the Latvian data it is present in the speech of one Xaladytka Roma.
(130) *Baro mamuj čir’is drom.* (Estonian Xaladytka)

pub straight across road
The pub is just across the street.

(131) *Jow urn’andyja mamuj po st’ana šeresa.* (Latvian Xaladytka)

he ran.3SG directly at wall head.INST
He ran against the wall.

Noun phrases followed by prepositions are usually left in the nominative case. Matras (2002: 88) states that the locative case serves as a default prepositional case accompanying most inherited prepositions. This is retained in the LL and EL *paš tu-te* ‘next to you(SG)’; *pašil tumen-de* ‘next to you(PL)’ and *mašir len-de* ‘between them’. With borrowed adpositions, the cases vary either following the source language pattern or following an alternative pattern. The Latvian postposition *blakus/blakam* + DAT ‘next to, beside’ borrowed by Romani is often followed by a noun phrase in the dative case as in Latvian or in the instrumental case, e.g. *blakam len-ge* (DAT) and *blakam len-ca* (INST). In EL and LL *blakam/blakus* is most often used as a preposition while it sometimes also takes the postposition as in Latvian.

The Russian adverb *рядом* ‘next to’, which is used with the Russian preposition *c* and acquires instrumental case, is used by EX and LX speakers with the instrumental case in Romani as well, e.g. *r’adom kheresa* ‘next to the house’.

In LL the borrowed preposition *preču* is often accompanied with the dative case instead of leaving the noun in nominative case. The Polish preposition *przeciw* ‘against’ is followed by a noun phrase in the dative case, which is probably the model of the construction.

(132) *preču buota-ke* (Latvian Lotfitka)

opposite shop-DAT
‘in front of the shop’

(133) *Preču khangerja-ke isi skuola.* (Estonian Laloritka)

opposite church-DAT is school
Opposite the church there is the school.
In LL sometimes a more complex structure combines the preposition *angil* ‘in’ and *preču* as *angil khangīri preču* ‘opposite the church’.

The inherited Early Romani preposition *dži* ‘up to, until’ in the variant *žinku* (also *žina* in LL) is retained in the meaning of the spatial preposition ‘up to’.

(134) *Sir ame ašti ti džas žinku fooros...* (Estonian Laloritka)

> how we can COMP go.1PL up to town

How can we get to town...

In Lotfitka-type dialects sometimes prefixes and verbal particles of phrasal verbs are positioned after each other in a sentence. This might leave an impression of double prefixing as the preposition and the verbal particle that is after the verb are next to each other. In other NE dialects, verbal prefixes are commonly used or their meaning is expressed only with prepositions: in the case of LL and EL dialects, on the basis of Latvian, which marks both the verb with an aktionsart prefix and adds a preposition that are both often in the same form. Latvian-influenced Romani dialects copy this, but instead of the verbal prefix, the verbal particle is used instead.

(135) *Ližinaw pirdāl pir du kaudzi.* (Latvian Lotfitka)

> climb.1SG over.PTCL over.PREP ART pile

I climb over the pile

(136) *Jej phird’a palal pal muršeste.* (Estonian Lotfitka)

> she walked.3SG behind.PTCL behind.PREP man.LOC

She was walking behind a man.

Xaladytka dialects follow the logic of Slavic languages and modify the verb with a prefix and the noun with a preposition. In Russian the verbal prefix and preposition are more rarely used with the same stem, but calquing it to Romani results in the prefix and preposition having the same form as *p’ir’/i-džal p’ir’i mosto* ‘go across the bridge’.

Due to stronger Latvian influence, the structure is more frequent in LL than in EL. The Estonian dialects usually use only the preposition and do not modify the verb. Although the structure is supposedly influenced by Latvian, it should be kept in mind that in Latvian,
in most of these expressions, the verbal prefix would be used instead of the verbal particle. Verbal particles in these positions are probably used due to the general tendency towards using verbal particles.

7.1.2 Temporal prepositions and conjunctions

Some of the temporal prepositions in the NE group are metaphorical extensions of the local, or spatial, prepositions. The prepositions *andr- > an, d- (andre ‘in’)* and *opr- > p- (opre ‘on’)* are found in all NE dialects. (Tenser 2008: 178) In Estonian and Latvian Lotfitka and Xaladytka, patterns differ according to the dialect.

For marking the hours in EL, the preposition *p-* is used, e.g. *po efta* ‘at 7 o’clock’, while in LL the preposition *an* is used, e.g. *an efta*. In EX and LX the preposition is derived from *andre* ‘in’ as in LL, but another variant *de* is used, e.g. *de efta*. One EL speaker used the construction *an zigaaris efta*, calquing the Estonian expression *kell seitse* ‘at seven o’clock’ in which *kell* is ‘watch, clock’ in Estonian and *zigaaris* is ‘watch’ in the Lotfitka dialect.

(137)  *kell* seitse  
      clock seven  

(138)  *an zigaaris efta*  
      in clock seven  
      at 7 o’clock

To mark the months, EL and LL use the preposition *an* as in *an jūlija* ‘in July’, and Xaladytka in both countries mark them with *de* as *de ijul’a* ‘in July’. Both are prefixes derived from *andre*, as mentioned earlier. In EL the preposition is sometimes missing.

(139)  *Aštī julija te del brišint?*  
      might July COMP give.3SG rain  
      It is possible that it will rain in July.

With holidays and celebrations, all dialects use the preposition *p-* ‘on’ as *po svenki* ‘(I will visit you) for the holidays’ (EL), *po ražd’estvo* ‘for the Christmas’ (Xaladytka) and *po*
ziemsvētki ‘for the Christmas’ (LL). The preposition p- is also used for events like a party, but it is in competition with the preposition an. Xaladytka speakers most often use the first example po v’ēčer’inka, but in the Lotfitka dialects a range of loanwords are used from Russian, Latvian and Estonian and the preposition depends on the preposition and marking in the contact language or on the speaker’s choice. Here are some examples of events which are marked with either one by different speakers po balla/ an balla < Latvian colloquial balle ‘party’; po pidos/ an(do) pidos < Estonian pidu ‘party’.

Other inherited spatial prepositions in temporal uses in EL are pirdal ‘across’ in the meaning ‘after’ and ‘during’ and pal- ‘behind’ in the meaning ‘during’. Therefore, they are calquing the Russian model; in Russian the prefix za ‘behind’ is used (Tenser 2008: 179). The preposition pal- is used in EX in the meaning ‘after’ and ‘during’ as in Lithuanian Romani (ibid.: 178). In LL variants of pirdal express the meanings ‘after’ and ‘during’ as in EL and the preposition pal- in the meaning ‘during’, but quite rarely.

The inherited spatial preposition angil ‘in front of’ stands for the temporal preposition ‘before’ and ‘until’ in EL and for ‘before’ in LL and EX.

The inherited spatial preposition k- ‘at, to’ is used in the meaning ‘until’ by two EX speakers. LX speakers use it as well, but LL speakers exclusively use the reconstructed inherited Romani particle dži ‘up to, until’ that continued to be used in the NE dialects as a complex preposition žy-k- ‘until’ (Tenser 2008: 178).

(140) Kaj jov dživelka ke lynaj? (Estonian Xaladytka)
    where he live.3SG.FUT to summer
    Where does he live until the summer?

(141) Kaj jov žinko linaj dživel? (Estonian Lotfitka)
    where he until summer live.3SG
    Where does he live until the summer?

In EL the forms žinko ‘until’ and žin kana ‘still, until now’ and in LL the forms žinko, ziko and žina, are used in the meaning ‘until’ and ži kana, žin kana, žink dadiis, žinko kana ‘still, until now’. Among EX and LX speakers, the common forms are žyka, žyko ‘until’.
In the Estonian and Latvian Lotfitka and Xaladytka dialects the most common temporal loans are the Slavic pošli ‘after’, paka ‘while’, ‘before’, ‘until’. EX speakers use the Russian kol’i as ‘until’, ‘while’, ‘before’. In LL and in EL the Latvian temporal conjunction kamēr ‘until’, ‘while’, ‘before’ is found in the original form and as kamet.
Two temporal conjunctions with unknown origin are present in EL and LL; these are togi(t) ‘before’, ‘while’, ‘then’ and poskil, poske ‘until’, ‘before’, ‘while’. In the Estonian data togi was found only in the speech of one Laloritka speaker in the meaning ‘then’; in LL this word is widely used.

In the meaning ‘while’ as in ‘while we were waiting’, EL speakers calque the Estonian expression. The EX dialect has picked it up as influence from Lotfitka Romani.

(142) sel ajal kui  
      this-ADE time-ADE when

(143) dava lajkus kidi  
       de lajkus ki  
       dava lajkko kagda  
      this time when
      while (we were waiting)

In the sense of ‘while’ the interrogatives sir (si) ‘how’ and kidi (ki) ‘when’ are used in the Estonian and Latvian Lotfitka and Xaladytka dialects.

(144) Ame gabadžam gilja kidi ame po phu kerdžam butti.  
      We sang songs while we were working in the field.

The meaning ‘since’ is expressed using the ablative case in all above-mentioned dialects and as Tenser (2008: 179) indicates, also generally in the NE group.

(145) Mange bičula si jow dživel ijuul’os-tir.  
      me.DAT seem.3SG how he here live.3SG July-ABL
      I think he has lived here since June.

7.1.3 Other prepositions

The inherited Romani prepositions under question are bi ‘without’, the causal preposition astjal ‘for’ and the benefactive vaš ‘for’. The causal preposition astjal is not found in the NE group (Tenser 2008: 180), but bi (pi, po, pu) ‘without’ and vaš (vas, paš) ‘for’ are
present in their inherited meanings.

(146) *Mange čhebi neev idži vaš phaleski bl’ava.* (Estonian Lotfitka)
me.DAT need new.PL clothes for brother.GEN wedding.PL
I need new clothes for my brother’s wedding.

(147) *So tu lijan vaš kirlo?* (Estonian Laloritka)
what you.SG took.2SG for throat
What did you do for your sore throat?

According to Tenser (2008: 180), the benefactive *vaš* ‘for’ is found marginally, and usually used mostly as the referential ‘about’. It is, however, quite rare in the meaning ‘about’ compared to the preposition *pal*- or the ablative case marking that are both quite common in EL.

(148) *Ame sajek laminasam men vaš leski phen’enge.* (Estonian Laloritka)
we always quarrel RFL.1PL about his.PL sisters.DAT
We always have a fight about his sisters.

In the EL and EX dialects, *vaš, pal*- and the ablative case are quite mixed among the speakers and dialects: in LL *vaš* is preferred in the benefactive meaning ‘for’, while LX speakers prefer the preposition *pal*- . In the meaning ‘about’ in LL, the ablative case is most common and the preposition *vaš* is very rarely used. Among LX speakers the preposition *pal*- is most often used.

According to Tenser (2008: 181), the preposition ‘for’ in a privative-benefactive construction, such as ‘he did it for me’ in the meaning ‘he did it instead of me’, is expressed in all Romani dialects with the spatial preposition *pal*- (original meaning ‘behind’) that also follows the Russian and Polish model. In EL and LL the preposition *vaš* ‘for’ is also used.

The logic that the prepositions match the spatial preposition ‘through’ proposed by Tenser (2008: 181) for causative-referential construction ‘they fight over/because of his sister’, is only partly present in EL. Some of the speakers use *pal*- (original meaning ‘behind’), which would conform to Russian logic, but the prepositions used for ‘through’ in these
diacities are mostly *pirdal* or *durx*. In this construction in EL, the prepositions *pal-* and *vaš* are typically used and the preposition *durx* is not found. The preposition *durx* is used among LL speakers in the meanings ‘through’ and in the above-mentioned construction, and thus in accordance with the logic.

### 7.2 Subordination

In the section on subordination, adverbial clauses, relative clauses and embedded questions are discussed.

#### 7.2.1 Adverbial clauses

The conjunctions for the conditional clauses in EL are the inherited *sir* ‘how’, *kidi* ‘when’, *kaj* (*ki*) ‘where’ and the complemetizer *te*. In addition to inherited conjunctions, the Russian loan *jesli* is a common conjunction. EX speakers use either the Russian loan *jesli* or *koli*. Estonian Romani speakers seem to prefer the same conjunction in the conditional realis and irrealis and in the potential construction. The same is seen in LX where only the Russian conjunction *jesli* is used.

In LL the Latvian borrowed conjunction *ja* ‘if’ introduces conditional realis clauses and the inherited *te* introduces irrealis clauses. The potential construction is more unstable and either *te*, *sir* or *ja* is chosen.

Latvian *ja* ‘if’ in the conditional realis:

(149) *Ja* tu atjāsa, *me* *tut* dihkā. (Latvian Lotfitka)
If you.SG come.2SG I you.SG.ACC see.1SG

In the Lotfitka dialects sometimes both clauses are used in the sentences with conditional and potential constructions. The first part is introduced with *sir*, *kaj* (*ki*) or *te* and the second clause with *te*.

(150) *Ja* mange *ti* jowjasis kaut-cik lōve, *ti* *me* dijumas tuke. (Latvian Lotfitka)
*Ki* mange *te* java loove, *te* *me* daas tuke. (Estonian Laloritka)
If I had some money, I would give it to you.
Two LL speakers introduce the second clause with *togi(t)* ‘then’.

(152)  **Ja me pjā būt thūda, togit me jovā zorali.**  
if I drink.1SG a lot milk then I become.1SG strong.F

If I drink a lot of milk, I will be strong.

The Slavic conditional particle *by* is occasionally found in samples of EL. The particle is more often present in the irrealis construction, but also sometimes in the potential construction. As Tenser (2008: 194) points out, this occurrence is common for Romani dialects in contact with Slavic languages. Among LL the use of the particle *by* is very rare.

(153)  **Ti jeen mande loove me bi dijumas tukke.**  
If I had some money, I would give it to you.

In EL the concessive conditional clauses are the Polish *choc* ‘even though’ and the Russian *хотя* ‘although’, and the Russian *даже если* ‘even if’, which is sometimes integrated into Romani as *daže ki* or *daže si*. In LL the Polish loan *choc* ‘although’ is also preserved, and instead of Russian loans, Latvian loans are borrowed into Romani, e.g. *lai gan, kaut gan, kaut arī* ‘although’ and *pat ja* ‘even if’.

The temporal adverbial clauses are distinguished into three groups: simultaneity, anteriority and posteriority. In EL general and simple (‘just as’) simultaneity is expressed with the conjunctions *sir* and *kidi*. Speakers use the same conjunction for general and simple simultaneity, but the conjunction depends on the speaker. In LL the conjunction *si* is preferred in both cases. That goes against the general tendency noticed by Tenser (2008: 195) that the preference for introducing general simultaneity is given to the interrogative *kidi* ‘when’.

(154)  **Kidi jow kerdža udar pšiiro, gija brišind.**  
when he made.3SG door open.M went.3SG rain

Just as he opened the door, it started to rain.
In EL and LL, anteriority proper is expressed the same way as in other NE dialects—with loan particles or combinations of particles equivalent to the English ‘before’ (Tenser 2008: 196) e.g. the Latvian *iekāms* ‘before’, the Russian *прежде чем* ‘before’. And, Tenser continues, there are analytical constructions that rely on inherited material, such as *angil dava si* (EL *angil daa si*) ‘before (before that when)’. The second variant is usually preferred in EL. Beside these variants, in LL the anterior-durative adverb *poskil* ‘until’ is used with the anterior proper clauses. The tendency is also noticed by Tenser (ibid.) in LL and in the NE group in the Polish dialect and the Ukrainian Xaladytka dialect.

In Russian and Latvian, loan anterior-durative clauses are used according to Tenser (ibid.), e.g. the Latvian *kamēr* (*kamet*) ‘while’, the Russian *нока* ‘while’, and the adverb *poskil* (*pozgit*) ‘until’ with unknown origin.

Posteriority is expressed in EL through the Slavic *posli/posli*, in some cases combined with the demonstratives *dova* ‘that’ or *sir* ‘how’ and following the Polish/Russian model as indicated by Tenser (ibid.). In some cases only the conjunction *sir* ‘how’ or *kidi* ‘when’ is used in the LL and EL dialects.

In causal clauses two different conjunctions are used in EL. Xaladytka speakers most frequently use *pal dova* (*so*) ‘because’ and LL speakers use *vaš dova* (*si/ki*) ‘because’. EL speakers tend to use both variants and usually shorten the demonstrative *dova* to *do* as mentioned earlier, creating the forms *vaš do* and *pal do*. Both of the variants *pal dava* and *vaš dava* are loanshifts from the Russian *потому что* or the Polish *dła tego co* (for cause); or the Russian *номому* or the Polish *dła tego* ‘since’ (for reason) combining ‘for’/’about’ and the demonstrative ‘that’ (Tenser 2008: 197).

### 7.2.2 Relative clauses

Speakers of the LL and EL dialects differentiate relativizers used with animates and inanimates. The relativizer for animates is *kon* ‘who’ and for inanimates *so* ‘what’, *kaj* ‘where’ and *sav-* ‘which’. The relativizer *sav-* is quite rare among speakers of Lotfitka dialects in Latvia and Estonia. It is, however, a very common relativizer beside *kaj* in Xaladytka dialects for animates and inanimates. While LL speakers use *kaj* and *so* quite equally by speaker, preferring the second one, EL speakers’ choices depend on the speaker. Two of the EL speakers almost exclusively use the relativizer *kaj*, and one Laloritka and
one EL Roma seem to prefer so exclusively. The relativizers kon, so and sav- are marked with a case marking according to Russian and Polish language models (Tenser 2008: 200).

(155)  
Me dikhjom du kheer sos-tir tu rakirdžan.  
(Estonian Laloritka)  
I saw.1SG that house what.OBL-ABL you talked.2SG  
I saw the house that you were talking about.

(156)  
Romni kon-esa me rakirdžam…  
(Estonian Lotfitka)  
woman who-OBL.INST we spoke.1PL  
The woman that we spoke to...

7.2.3 Embedded questions

Like in other NE dialects, in Lotfitka dialects embedded questions are introduced with the relevant interrogatives, which is a common Romani feature (Tenser 2008: 201), e.g. so ‘what’, kidi ‘when’, kon ‘who’.

One way to construct the embedded questions with the potential conditional ‘whether’ is without using any conditional particle, a phenomenon mentioned by Tenser (2008: 202) for LL. The other way, which was absent in his data but is strongly present in LL, is with the borrowed Latvian particle vaj.

(157)  
Me bučum skuolotajust vajow jāla pu kāzi?  
(Latvian Lotfitka)  
I asked.1SG teacher.INST Q he come.3SG.FUT at wedding  
I asked the male teacher whether he is coming to the wedding.

(158)  
Vaj tu kames pubrojskires tut da štār romane čajenca?  
(Latvian Lotfitka)  
Q you.SG want.2SG play.2SG RFLX these four Roma girls.INST  
Do you want to play with those four Gypsy girls?

One Estonian Laloritka and one Lotfitka Roma used a tag question to express the same meaning.

(159)  
Phučum õpetajatir jeela pu bl’ava vaj na jeela.  
(Estonian Laloritka)  
asked.1SG teacher.INST come.3SG.FUT at wedding or NEG come.3SG.FUT
7.3 Complementation

The section on complementation follows the structure of the RMS database and is in the context of the factuality continuum proposed by Matras (1999: 18–20). Matras divides the factuality continuum into modal (introduced with \textit{te}), manipulation, purpose and epistemic clauses (introduced with \textit{kaj}).

In linking two predications, \textit{KAJ} and \textit{te} can be taken to represent two extreme ends on a continuum of clause integration (in the sense of Givón 1990): \textit{KAJ} links clauses with independent truth-value, \textit{te} represents the higher degree of integration, marking out predications that have no independent truth-value. In between these two extremes, there is a continuum of clause-linking devices drawn upon to express more ambivalent relations, notably manipulation and various kinds of purpose clauses. The key to a typology of clause-linking devices in such constructions is the degree of semantic integration of the events, and more specifically the degree of semantic control that is attributed to the agent of the main clause. The cline of semantic control governs a choice between \textit{te} for the highest degree of control (and so tightest integration), and a complex subordinator in which \textit{te} participates alongside a ‘reinforcer’, for the lower degree of control (less tight integration of the clauses). (Matras 2002: 181)

In the Latvian and Estonian Lotfitka and Xaladytka dialects, modal clauses complementing verbs such as ‘want’, ‘can’, ‘must’ and ‘like’ are introduced with particle \textit{te}.

(160) \textit{Me kamaw ti džaw kidi-ta pe Ameerika.} (Estonian Laloritka)
I want.1SG COMP go.1SG sometime to America
I want to visit America some day.

LL has an option of omitting the complementizer (Tenser 2008: 204) and the current data supports this idea. The phenomenon also appears rarely in EL.

(161) \textit{Me kamjom kheere džaw.} (Estonian Laloritka)
I want.PST.1SG home go.1SG
I wanted to go home.

The epistemic complementation that has been introduced with the complementizer \textit{kaj}
follows three models in Estonian Laloritka. Some older speakers use the inherited complementizer *kaj* in the form *ki*. In addition, some EL speakers follow the Russian model with the complementizer *so* ‘what’, where the epistemic complementizer *umo* matches in the form with the interrogative *umo* ‘what’ (Tenser 2008: 205). The third way is a shared innovation with LL, where the complementizer is *si* ‘how’. LL speakers either use the inherited *kaj* or the more common *si*. In the Estonian data the complementizer is mostly stable in the speech of the informant, and there is rare variation between *ki* and *si*, and between *si* and *so*.

(162)  *Me šundžum ki daj dživen i veer roma.*  (Estonian Laloritka)
I heard.1SG COMP here live.3PL also other Roma
I heard that other Roma live here as well.

(163)  *Me šundžum si daj dživen veera roma buut ošt’i.*  (Estonian Laloritka)

(164)  *Me šundžom so daj vār roma džuvena.*  (Estonian Laloritka)

The manipulation clauses show a great variety in Lotfitka dialects similar to other NE dialects (Tenser 2008: 207). With manipulation there is a general tendency to have the same complementizer as with the modal clauses (ibid.), and we can best see it with Xaladytka in Latvia and Estonia where the manipulation clauses are *te* and *sob te*. In LL *te* is used beside the complementizer *me* and *sob te*. In EL the situation is most complex—beside *te*, *ki* and *si*, there are also the complemetizer *me* and complex complementizers *sob te* and *si te*. According to Matras (1999: 19), in the speech of the Polska Roma, purpose clauses and manipulative clauses are expressed either with *te* or with a combination of the conjunctions *kaj* and *te* as *kaj te*, which could be the incentive for *si te*.

(165)  *Me kamaw ki jow krik te džal.*  (Estonian Laloritka)
I want.1SG COMP he away COMP go
I want him to go away.

(166)  *Me kamaw si jow krik te džal.*  (Estonian Laloritka)
I want him to go away.
(167) *Jej mukhela tralki me peren tele.*

she lets plates COMP fall.3PL down

She lets the plate fall.

The purpose clauses are introduced in the Lotfitka dialects and Xaladytka with *te or sob(i) te*.

(168) *Lake na sis zoor sob te džal kheere paale.*

she.DAT NEG was strength COMP go.3SG home back

She did not have the strength to walk back home.

### 7.4 Utterance modifiers

Utterance modifier is a term proposed by Matras (1998: 293–294) to denote the contact-vulnerable items in Romani such as

- adversative coordinating conjunctions;
- sentence particles, such as ‘well’, ‘so’ and ‘anyway’;
- fillers, tags and interjections;
- focus particles, including phasal adverbs, such as ‘still’, ‘yet’ and ‘already’.

Utterance modifiers ‘display the function of modifying utterance in a way that would take into account contextual and presuppositional factors’ and they ‘contribute to a component of grammar that the speaker uses to direct the hearer’s reactions’ (ibid.: 294-295).

Utterance modifiers are highly influenced in the situation of language contact. In the NE group, the vulnerability to borrowing is visible by the quantity of borrowed items, as opposed to inherited lexemes, and the tendency is to borrow the utterance modifiers from the current contact languages, replacing the earlier loans from the previous contact languages. (Tenser 2008: 211)

In the case of utterance modifiers, the new lexical items in the speech of the Roma might be seen as code-switching instead of borrowing from the contact languages. Matras (1998: 295) explains an exclusion ‘on the basis of frequency and integration of the items in question, and second, drawing on the stratification of borrowings in Romani’. In EL the vocabulary of utterance modifiers is varied from pre-European inherited items to Polish,
Russian, Latvian and Estonian borrowings.

In EL the coordinating and correlative conjunctions are either inherited as the additive *ti* ‘and’, borrowings from Russian as the additive *i* ‘and’, the contrastive *a* and *no* ‘but’, the alternative *ili* ‘or’, *ili* - *ili* ‘either or’ and *ni* - *ni* ‘neither nor’. Beside the Russian borrowings, Latvian borrowings are used in variation as the contrastives *bet* ‘but’, *vaj* - *vaj* ‘either or’ or *ne* - *ne* ‘neither nor’. In LL very rare Russian borrowings occur and Latvian conjunctions are most often used. The inherited additive conjunction *ti* ‘and’ is typically retained. There is also an example of the correlative construction *ti* - *ti* ‘either or’ formed with the inherited *ti* ‘and’.

The three-way distinction in the additive-contrastive coordination ‘and’ < ‘and, however’ < ‘but’ mentioned by Tenser (2008: 212) and Matras (1999: 16) is present in Latvian and EX, but not in the Lotfitka dialects. Matras proposes in his article on utterance modifiers (1998: 302–303) a hierarchy of coordinating conjunctions: ‘and’ < ‘or’ < ‘but’. This hierarchy is applicable in Lotfitka dialects. In LL only ‘but’ is replaced with borrowing—either the Latvian *bet* or the Russian *a*. In EL ‘but’ is usually replaced with the Russian *a*, and ‘or’ with the Russian *il‘i* or the inherited/Latvian *vaj*. In both dialects the inherited form *ti* ‘and’ and the Russian *i* are common. Xaladytka dialects borrow all three elements.

Phasal adverbs are loans from Russian languages in all dialects under question, e.g. *уже* ‘already’ and *еще* ‘still’. As in Tenser’s data (2008: 212) the current data assures that no phasal adverbs are borrowed from Latvian and the inherited *butir* ‘(no) more’ is used in all NE dialects, including the Latvian and Estonian ones.

In Lotfitka the inherited loans *nin* ‘also, too’ and the Polish loans *xoč* ‘even’ (Polish *choć*), and *fenju* ‘only’ with unknown origin also appear. There is a core of borrowings that are different for EL and LL. For EL they are borrowed from Russian, e.g. *даже* ‘even’, *точнее* ‘exactly’ (Russian *точно*), and for Latvian Lotfitka from Latvian, e.g. Latvian *pat* ‘even’, *tieš*, *tiešes* ‘exactly’ (Latvian *tieši*), *pilnīgi* ‘entirely’. LX and EX have Russian as a source language and some of the more stable particles are substituted with Russian particles, e.g. *fen‘ti* ‘only’ with the Russian *только*.

EL maintains a stock of Polish and Latvian borrowings in the class of utterance modifiers. In the speech of the Laloritka Roma, Estonian borrowings are present as *järsku* ‘suddenly’ and *siiski* ‘however’, but they appear rarely. In EL Russian borrowings are *вдруг*, *неожиданно* ‘suddenly’.
Mōre ‘yes, certainly!’ and xaj/ghaj ‘even, also’, which are mentioned by Mānušs (1997: 352), are present in the current sample in LL, but not in EL.

### 7.5 Absence of the copula

More commonly in Xaladytka, but also in EL, the copula is left out in predicative constructions and in perfective participle constructions. This construction is calqued from Russian. The copula is also non-obligatory in other NE dialects under Russian influence (Tenser 2008: 231).

(169)  
\[
Daa tiknu čhaavoro. \\
\text{this small.M boy} \\
\text{This is a small boy.}
\]

(Estonian Laloritka)

(179)  
\[
Jow boldo. \\
\text{he baptise.PP.M} \\
\text{He is baptised.}
\]

(Estonian Laloritka)

(180)  
\[
Vangara bikinle tele. \\
\text{coal sell.3PL down} \\
\text{The coal was sold.}
\]

(Estonian Laloritka)

(181)  
\[
Jow sazvatime. \\
\text{he AKT.engage.IMEN} \\
\text{He is engaged.}
\]

(Estonian Lotfitka)
8 Influence of Russian language and Xaladytka Romani on Estonian Lotfitka Romani

This chapter summarizes some features common to Xaladytka dialects that are exhibited in the EL speakers’ samples, but not at all or rarely in the LL data. The features have been discussed in the grammatical description sections in this work. Many of the features have been mentioned by Tenser (2008) in the context of Russian Romani (Xaladytka), Latvian Romani (LL) and Estonian Romani.

The local dialects have been heavily influenced by Slavic languages and there is a strong interference with these languages, but the focus here is on recent changes usually triggered by the close contact with Xaladytka speakers. The features are frequent but not the only variants present and not in the speech of all informants.

The influence of Russian is visible from many loanwords in the speech of EL speakers. Russian is currently one of the main sources for borrowings because the active use of Latvian has decreased. Estonian is becoming a more relevant contact language for the younger generation, but Russian is still widely spoken by the younger generation and plays an important role in everyday communication.

Following is a list of features in EL that are motivated by Russian language or the Xaladytka Romani dialect:

- Case agreement between the adjectives and their head nouns, e.g. *tern-e murš-en > tern-en murš-en* ‘(I saw) young men’.
- Absence of the copula, e.g. *Jow si doj > Jow doj* ‘He is there’.
- The epistemic complementizer *so* ‘what’.
- The inherited spatial preposition in the temporal use, e.g. *pal-* ‘behind’ in the meaning ‘during’.
- Temporal adverbials with Slavic case markers, e.g. the instrumental *tašarlen-ca* ‘in the mornings’.
- The remoteness marker -*as* added to the present tense personal markers (instead of the perfective verb form), e.g. *kamj-om-as* ‘I would like to (want.PRF-1SG-RM)’ > *kam-av-as* (want.PRS-1SG-RM).
- The benefactive preposition *vaš* ‘for’ in the meaning ‘about’.
- Indefinite pronouns: the free-choice marker -* nibuðь*, e.g. *kon-nibut* ‘anyone’
The Russian borrowing чем in comparative constructions.

- Prepositions in inflected forms, e.g. pal-e, pal-o ‘behind’ instead of pal.
- The loanverb participle suffix -ime(n) in inherited vocabulary, e.g. bikin- ‘to sell’ > bikn-ime ‘sold’.
- Non-adaptation of Russian loanwords, e.g. instead of pol’zini pe ‘to use’ the form ispol’zujet is attested (from the Russian word использует ‘to use’).
- The Russian irrealis/conditional particle by.
- Additional layer of reflexive particles motivated by calques from Russian, e.g. sal pes ‘to laugh’ < Russia смеяться ‘to laugh’.
- Additional laye of aktionsart prefixes motivated by calques from Russian, e.g. ras-phen- < Russian рас-сказать ‘tell (a story)’.

Triggered by the influence of the Xaladytka Romani dialect is the case agreement with adjectives that we can sometimes find in the EL dialect. None of the speakers use it consistently and it is a quite rare feature. There are no examples of numerals or demonstratives agreeing with head nouns, which is sometimes seen in EX.

The other feature concerning the use of cases are calques from Russian to derive temporal adverbials using Slavic case markers with the instrumental case marker -sa, the locative -te and the ablative -tir (Tenser 2008: 78). The latter is also common in LL with tašarlendir ‘mornings’, but the first two are found only in Estonian dialects (e.g. tašarlate, tašarlenca ‘in the mornings’, belvelenca ‘in the evenings’).

The epistemic complementizer so ‘what’ common in Xaladytka is also used by two EL speakers. The parallel form si ‘how’ common in LL is also used by both of the speakers. In LL there are no examples of so used as a complementizer.

Another example following the Russian model is the inherited spatial preposition in temporal use. In EL pal- ‘behind’ is common in the meaning ‘during’. Therefore, they are calquing the Russian model as in Russian the prefix za ‘behind’ is used for the meaning ‘during’ (Tenser 2008: 178–179).

In the category of prepositions, another example of contact-induced influence from the Xaladytka dialect is the use of the benefactive preposition vaš ‘for’. It is found marginally in the NE group and is typically used as the referential ‘about’ (Tenser 2008: 180). In Russian Romani (Xaladytka) the meaning ‘about’ is both expressed with the prepositions vaš and pal-. In LL the preposition vaš is often used in the benefactive meaning, and the
ablative case marking is used to express the meaning ‘about’, e.g. *rakirla les-tir* ‘speaks about him’. In the Estonian dialects *vaš, pal-* and the ablative case are mixed among the speakers and dialects to express ‘about’, and we see the use of both (Xaladytka and LL) systems.

As an influence from Xaladytka, there are few cases in EL with the remoteness marker -*as* added to the present tense personal marker, which is an innovation in Russian Xaladytka, instead of it being added to the perfective verb as in other NE dialects.

According to Tenser (2008: 146), Russian Romani and LL do not always use Romani morphology with loan verbs in the imperative form, but instead keep the original one. In Estonia we see the same with local dialects—Xaladytka and Lotfitka—but in both cases the source language is only Russian. This strategy is probably directly taken from the Xaladytka dialect as Estonian and Latvian verbs do not behave the same way. Another case showing the avoidance of Romani verbal morphology is the general tendency in Russian Romani and in its satellites to not integrate loan verbs at all, as described by Tenser (2008: 121). The same occurs in EX and due to the influence of Xaladytka, in EL as well.

There are also a few examples where the participle suffix -*imen* commonly used with loanwords is used with inherited Romani verbs. Tenser points out that the same has been found in Russian Romani (2008: 150).

Also, concerning the verbal morphology, the use of the reflexive particle is sometimes motivated by the Russian model and used as in Xaladytka, while typically in EL the verb would not be used as a reflexive as with ‘to laugh’ *sa-* and *sa-* *pes*. LL speakers often do not use the reflexive form in the cases in which the verb in Latvian language is reflexive as with the above-mentioned verb *sa-* ‘laugh’. This might be based on the feature that many of the Latvian verbs in reflexive form do not clearly express reflexive uses.

The Russian conditional/irrealis particle *by* is found in the EL and EX dialects.

Russian verbal prefixes are commonly used with inherited and borrowed verbs. The system of aktionsart prefixes is very productive and used to modify verbs following the Russian models. Russian verbal prefixes are common in the LL and EL dialects. Still, in LL we see more Latvian verbal prefixes than in the EL dialect in which the Russian verbal prefixes are dominant.

Concerning syntax in EL, the copula is sometimes omitted in predicative constructions and
with perfective participle constructions, based on the Russian syntactic structure. There are some LL speakers who do the same, but in both cases it is most probably an influence from Russian language or Xaladytka Romani.

Concerning indefinite pronouns, the free-choice marker -нибудь is borrowed from Russian and combined with interrogatives to form all pronouns such as kon-nibut’ ‘anyone’, sonibut’ ‘anything’, kidi-nibut’ ‘anytime’ and kaj-nibut’ ‘anywhere’. In LL only the specific marker -to is borrowed from Latvian, but the free-choice indefinite pronouns are expressed in the conservative model ‘X na X’ as kon-na-kon ‘anybody’ or the same way as a specific category.

In EL comparatives are either expressed similarly to LL with si(r) ‘how’ or with the Russian borrowing чем, which is common in LX but not used by LL speakers.

Concerning the vocabulary, the weekdays are more commonly Russian loans than Estonian ones in EL. In LL the weekdays are borrowed from Latvian, and even the Greek origin kurko ‘Sunday’ is replaced with the Latvian svētdiena, but kurko is retained in the meaning ‘week’. In the category of utterance modifiers, borrowings from Russian are present in Lotfitka in both countries, but in EL there is a higher number of these. Latvian borrowings are quite strongly present in the class of utterance modifiers, but Estonian has not yet replaced many.
9 The Estonian Lotfitka dialect compared to Latvian Lotfitka

This chapter gives a brief comparison between the EL and LL dialects. The features that are discussed have been mentioned in the earlier chapters and many of them have been mentioned by Mānušs et al. (1997) in the Latvian Romani (Latvian Lotfitka) context and by Tenser (2008) in the Latvian or Estonian Romani context. The focus of this section is on features that are retained in EL but show innovation in LL; differences in option selection in the two dialects; and differences in the changes resulting from the inter-dialectal influence from EX on EL and from language contact with Latvian, Estonian and Russian.

Table 12. Consonant and vowel changes in Estonian and Latvian Lotfitka

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Change Type</th>
<th>Conservative form</th>
<th>Estonian Lotfitka</th>
<th>Latvian Lotfitka</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Metathesis of pš</td>
<td>pšal (phal &lt; phral) ‘brother’</td>
<td>pšal (&lt; phal)</td>
<td>špal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Metathesis of kš</td>
<td>kšil (&lt; khil) ‘butter’</td>
<td>škil, kšil</td>
<td>škil</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Metathesis of tf &gt; ft</td>
<td>Lotfos, Lotfitka ‘Latvian’</td>
<td>Lotfitka</td>
<td>Loftos</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Metathesis of tk &gt; kt</td>
<td>Lotfitka, bogitku ‘poor’</td>
<td>Lotfitka</td>
<td>Lotfikta, bogiktu</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>t’ &gt; č</td>
<td>rat’a ‘nights’</td>
<td>rat’a, rača</td>
<td>rača</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>kh’ &gt; kš’</td>
<td>dikh’a ‘to see’</td>
<td>dikh’a</td>
<td>dikš’a</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>th &gt; č(h)</td>
<td>lathel ‘to see’</td>
<td>lathel</td>
<td>lač(h)el</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Voicing of ph- in phuč-</td>
<td>phuč- ‘to ask’</td>
<td>phuč-</td>
<td>buč-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Latvian voiceless palatal stop k</td>
<td>űeka ‘kitchen’</td>
<td>č’eeč’a</td>
<td>űeka</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>r &gt; l in ripirel</td>
<td>ripirel ‘to remember’</td>
<td>ripirel</td>
<td>lipirel</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Metathesis of baga- &gt; gaba-</td>
<td>baga- ‘to sing’</td>
<td>gaba-, baga-</td>
<td>gaba-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Initial v- in ašti ‘can’</td>
<td>ašti ‘can’</td>
<td>ašti/vašti</td>
<td>vašti</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Raising of final vowel o &gt; u</td>
<td>kirlo ‘throat’</td>
<td>kirlo</td>
<td>kirlu</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
9.1 Innovations

An innovation that has taken place in EL is the adaptation of the Latvian palatalized consonant \( \text{k} \) to EL as the palatalized devoiced affricate \( \text{č'} \). This consonant is preserved in LL in Latvian loanwords such as Latvian \( \text{kēķis} \) > Romani \( \text{kēka} \) ‘kitchen’, Latvian \( \text{puke} \) > Romani \( \text{puka} \) ‘flower’, but has adjusted to EL as the palatalized devoiced affricate \( \text{č'} \) as in \( \text{č’eeč’a} \) and \( \text{puč’a} \).

9.2 Retentions

In LL many innovations have emerged concerning vowel and consonant changes. Out of these innovations, some have spread to EL to some extent and some not at all. Some individual changes have taken place in separate lexical items such as \( r > l \) in \( \text{ripirel} \) and \( ph > b \) in \( \text{phuč-} \), and these have not yet spread to EL. Other changes have taken place more systematically, e.g. metathesis of \( pš > šp, kš > šk, tf > ft \) etc. Some of these changes have also spread to EL and with many we see a continuum of different stages from LL to EL, e.g. \( \text{phal} > pšal > špal \) ‘brother’ or \( \text{khil} > kšil > škil \) ‘butter’.

The innovations in LL include the raising of the final vowel \( o > u \), e.g. \( \text{kirlo} > \text{kirlu} \) ‘throat’, \( \text{baaro} > \text{baaru} \) ‘big’ and \( \text{lajkos} > \text{lajkus} \) ‘time’. The raising of the final vowel from \( o > u \) in LL, also mentioned by Tenser (2008: 23), has not taken place that widely in EL. It is noticeable in one-syllable lexemes more often, i.e. \( ko > ku \) ‘at, to, near’; \( mo > mu \) ‘my’, but has not spread that widely to longer items. In LL it is common to see changes from \( \text{kirlo} > \text{kirlu} \) ‘throat’, \( \text{tumaaro} > \text{tumaaru} \) ‘your.PL’, \( \text{maaro} > \text{maaru} \) ‘bread’. This change has happened under the influence of Latvian dialects, and in the etymological dictionary of LL it is noted that the ‘old o’ is pronounced only /u/ in Kurzeme and /o/ or /u/ in Vidzeme. In other Romani dialects it is pronounced /o/. (Mānušs et al. 1997: 14)

Out of the NE dialects, the innovations that have taken place only in LL are probably recent ones that have taken place after the speech communities of LL and EL have grown more distant. The changes are also not present in all samples of LL and often the LL speakers that do not share some innovations also do not share others, so there is a continuum among speakers of LL, not only between LL and EL. In the etymological dictionary of Latvian Romani, Mānušs (1997: 8) lists even more changes, e.g. metathesis of some consonants that are not widespread in the current samples of LL but were well
known to him.

Another retention in EL is the presence of the older form of the modal verb ašti ‘can’ without the initial v- compared to the innovative vašti, which is the only form present in LL and has also spread to EL to some extent.

Another layer of phonetic features that are in the process of changing are innovations having taken place in other NE dialects. These innovations have gone farthest in Polish Romani and spread to the Baltic Romani dialects. The change concerns the palatalized consonants d’, t’ and kh’ and is easily noticed in the perfective markers that become sibilants in Lotfitka dialects, d’ > dž’, t’ > č’ and kh’ > ks’ in ripird’a > ripirdž’a ‘he/she remembered’, lat’a > lač’a ‘he/she found’, dikh’a > dikša ‘he/she saw’. It is present also in separate lexical items, e.g. in the plural forms id’a > idž’a ‘clothes’, rat’a > rač’a ‘nights’. These changes are quite widespread in EL as well, but with some exceptions, i.e. in EL the form dikh’a has been retained compared to the Latvian dikša ‘he/she saw’ and the Polish Romani dikča, and in separate lexical items, such as xot’ instead of LL xoč ‘although’, conservative forms are present beside the innovative ones.

The changes that are common for Polish and Baltic dialects have spread from Poland to speakers in Lithuanian, Latvian and Estonian. Because Estonia is furthest from Poland some of the changes are present in the Lithuanian and Latvian Romani dialects, but not in EL. Also, the small population of Estonian Roma is impacting the spread of innovations.

In EL the modal complementizer te is always present. In LL the complementizer is sometimes omitted. The complementizer kaj in the form ki has decreased in the Lotfitka dialects and been replaced by sir (si) ‘how’ or so ‘what’. Still, the complementizer ki is better preserved in EL in which it is used as complementizer in the epistemic and manipulation categories by some speakers. In LL it is used by one speaker and only in the epistemic category. Kaj as a relativizer is also more commonly used for inanimates in relative clauses in EL.

The marker -ime(n) used to form participles from recently borrowed verbs is productive in the EL dialect, but it has diminished in LL and there are only rare examples of it.

9.3 Option selection

These selections in EL and LL are basing on individual speakers’ choices.
In EL two lexical items that have had the initial $a$- and from which one has been jotated and one exhibits the prothesis of the consonant $v$- have retained the original forms beside the innovative form, e.g. $ačh$- and $jačh$- ‘to stay’, $ašti$ and $vašti$ ‘can’. In LL only the innovative forms are found.

In both Lotfitka dialects is an option to use the demonstrative $da$ to show definiteness. It is more grammaticalized in EL but also present in LL. This tendency is present in other NE dialects.

In EL the numerals from ‘11’ to ‘19’ are marked either with the marker -$u$- or without it, e.g. $deš-u$-jekh ‘11’ or $deš$-jekh. The common strategy in the NE dialects is to mark ‘11’ to ‘14’ with the marker -$u$- and ‘15’ to ‘19’ without it. The common strategy has not fully remained in LL either, but there is still stronger tendency towards the conservative system.

In EL and LL beside the regular third-person singular marker -$el$, the Greek-origin marker -$i$ is present. The marker is often used with loanwords and is more common in LL than in the EL dialect. LL has a tendency to use the marker more on loanwords without the loan adaptation marker -$in$-.

### 9.4 Inter-dialectal influence

The main differences concerning inter-dialectal influence are present due to EX influence on the EL dialect and is discussed in section 8.

An innovation in LL is that the reflexive enclitics on verbs have personalized forms (man, tut, men, tumen), while in Estonian the reflexive enclitics can also be impersonal in the form of pe(s) beside the Latvian system.

### 9.5 Influence of contact languages

In the EL dialect there are some examples of Latvian aktionsart verbal prefixes, but in LL the prefixes are more common and often calqued based on the Latvian equivalent or a borrowed verb with a prefix. The reflexive verbs are more common, and in addition to Slavic equivalents, triggered by Latvian reflexive verbs.

In LL the Latvian question particle vaj is present in some speakers’ samples following the
Latvian model. In EL no question particles are used, but sometimes tag questions are found for the same function.

In LL in many spheres, Latvian borrowings are replacing older borrowings or inherited Romani vocabulary more intensively than in EL. The Polish concessive conditional clause *choc* ‘even though, although’ and *choćby* ‘even if’ are retained to some extent, but Latvian loans are borrowed into Romani, e.g. *lai gan, kaut gan, kaut arī* ‘although’ and *pat ja* ‘even if’. Furthermore, the Latvian borrowed conjunction *ja* ‘if’ is present as a new borrowing that is not found in Estonian Romani dialects. There is also the Latvian semi-calque *ne-si* from the Latvian *ne-kā* ‘than’. The indefinite pronoun ‘always’ *sajg/sajk/sajek* is replaced with the Latvian borrowing *vienmēr*. Weekdays are all in Latvian and even the Greek-origin *kurko* ‘Sunday’ is replaced with the Latvian counterpart, but it is still used in EL.
Conclusion

This thesis gives an overview of the Estonian Lotfitka Romani dialect. The main focus is on describing grammatical features important in the context of Estonian and Latvian Lotfitka and other North-eastern Romani dialects. The thesis documents the current state of the Lotfitka dialect in Estonia, lists the tendencies that are visible in newly acquired elicitation data, and more generally draws attention to Roma and Romani language in Estonia.

Important grammatical features of Estonian Lotfitka Romani are described in chapter 5 on phonology, chapter 6 on morphology and chapter 7 on syntax. In chapter 8 the features that have been influenced by the Xaladytka Romani dialect or Russian language are listed. Chapter 9 compares Estonian and Latvian Lotfitka dialects based on their most distinctive features.

This thesis draws attention to the fact that Estonian and Latvian Lotfitka dialects have many distinctive features. Both dialects are moving in different directions due to different current contact languages, distant speech communities and innovations that are taking place independently.

In addition, the thesis presents the differences between the Estonian Lotfitka dialect and the Estonian Xaladytka dialect to emphasize that there are two distinct dialects spoken in Estonia and not a uniform Estonian Romani language. Many Estonian Roma interact with speakers of both dialects, which leads to a transfer of features from one to another in both directions. The scope of the language interference and speech of individuals being in active interaction with speakers of both dialects, including speakers whose parents or other close relatives are speakers of different dialects, should be researched in more detail.

The Estonian Lotfitka and Estonian Xaladytka dialects should be researched in more detail, as there are differences between the language variants in Estonia, Latvia and Russia and language support for the community cannot be given on the basis of research done in other countries. In the current work, only the impact of Xaladytka on Estonian Lotfitka, with some features identified, was discussed. The language features that are transferred from Estonian Lotfitka to Estonian Xaladytka speakers and the idiolects of the speakers who tend to mix the dialects more intensively remains undescribed.
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Eestis kõneldav roma keele Lotfitka murrak


Siinse töö kontekstis on oluline eristada Eestis kõneldavat Lotfitka ja Xaladytka murret. Lotfitka murde kõnelejad peavad ennast kas Lotfitka (Läti) või Loralitka (Eesti) romadeks. Lotfitka murde uurimises on teinud suure töö Läti päritolu roma Lekša Mānušs, kelle koostatud Lotfitka murde etümoloogiline sõnaraamat ja lühike grammatikakirjeldus on ilmunud 1997. aastal. Paul Ariste on alates 1930ndatest 80ndatena avaldanud mitmeid artikleid romade keele, kommete ja ajaloo kohta. Ta on kogunud keelematerjali Laiuse ja
Eesti Lotfitka murrete kohta ning säilinud materjalid on kättesaadavad Eesti Rahvaluule Arhiivis nime all Mustlase I ja II. Osa Ariste roma keele teemalisi artikleid on avaldatud 2012. aastal teoses „Mustlase raamat”.


naabermurrete kohta – seal pärinevad näited kirderühma kuuluvate Leedu ja Poola roma murrete kohta.


geograafilisest asukohast ning sõltusid vähem lähemalt suguluses olevatest rühmadest, kes võisid liikuda teistel aladel ja kellega võis kontakt nõrgeneda või üldse kaduda.

Eesti kontekstis on keelesuguluse kaudu levavad muutused näha Lotfitka murde Läties ja Eestis asuva kõnelejaskonna kaudu. Lotfitka murde Eestis asuv kõnelejaskond on varasemalt olnud osa Läti Lotfitka kõnelejaskonnast ning Lotfitka murdes toimunud muutused on olemas mõlemas Lotfitka praeguses murrakus. Nüüd, kui Eestis asuvad Lotfitka murde kõnelejad on pigem distantseerunud Läti kogukonnast, jääb osa uuendusi ainult Läti Lotfitka kõnesse. Eestis on suuremaks muutuste põhjustajaks lävimine kohaliku Xaladytka murrakuga. Xaladytka murre on küll keelesuguluselt kõllaltki lähedane murre, kuuludes samuti roma keele kirderühma murrete hulka, kuid on siiski arenenud teises suunas. Murrete piisava erinevuse tõttu on Xaladytka murdest levavad muutused märgatavad ainult Eestis asuv Lotfitka murrakus, kuid mitte Läti Lotfitkas, mille kõnelejatel ei ole olnud nii intensiivset kontakti Xaladytka murde kõnelejatega.

Nagu eelnevalt mainitud, on Eestis kõneldava Lotfitka murru kirjeldamise seisukohalt oluline geograafiline ja sotsiaalne eraldumine Läties kõneldavast Lotfitka murrakust ja sellega kaasnevaid sealseid muutuseid kõrvalejäämine ning Xaladytka murde mõjud.

Vene keele ja Xaladytka murde mõju Eesti Lotfitka murrakule


Xaladytka murdes esineb vene keele eeskujul levinud koopula väljajätt, nt jow si doj > jow doj ‘ta on seal’. Eesti Lotfitka murdes on koopula väljajättu enamikel könelejatel, kuid mitte ühelgi könelejal lübivalt.

Tõenäosuslause sidendi so ‘mis’ esinemine algupärase kaj (ki) ja lätipärase si asemel.

Kohaeessõnade kasutamine aega märkivas tähenduses, nt pal- ‘taga’ tähenduses ‘(millegi) jooksul’.

Ajamääristes on levinud samad kääned, mis slaavi keeltes, nt instrumentaali tašarlen-ca ‘hommikuti’. Läti Lotfitka murrakus on sama nähtus küll levinud, kuid vähemate variantidega.

Suffiks -as (remoteness marker), millega tähistatakse verbi lihtminevikus, enneminevikus, korduvate tegevuste puhul, tingivas kõneviis ja viisakuse väljendamiseks, liidetakse verbi oleviku vormile nagu Xaladytka murdes, mitte algupärasel viisil viisakusest, töö korral läbipärasel viisil perfektitüvele, nt kamj-om-as ‘tahaksin (tahtma.PRF-1SG-RM)’ > kam-av-as (tahtma.PRS-1SG-RM).

Eessõna vaš ‘(mille) jaoks’ kasutamine tähenduses ‘(millegi) kohta’.


Keskvõrdes kasutatakse vene päritolu sidendit чем ‘kui’. Lotfitka murdes kasutatakse üldiselt läti keele eeskujul arenenud sidendit si (>sir).

Eessõnad esinevad lisaks Lotfitka murdes tavapärastele markeerimata vormile ka sootunnuste ja obliikvakäändega, nt pal-e/pal-o ‘taga’ pal asemel.

Laensõnade kesksõna tunnust -ime(n) kasutatakse ka algupärase sõnavaraga, nt roma omatüvelise bikin- ‘müüma’ > bikn-ime ‘müüdud’.

Vene keelest laenatud verbe ei integreerita roma keelede ehk jätetakse vene keele käändelöppudega, nt pol’zini pe ‘kasutab’ asemel ispoljzujet (vene keelest используется ‘kasutab’).

Mitmetel könelejatel esineb vene keelest pärit tingiva kõneviisi partiklit бы.
• Refleksiivpartikli kasutamine järgib vene keele eeskuju, nt sal pes ‘naerma’ < vene keelest смеяться ‘naerma’.
• Verbi tegevuslaadi väljendavad eesliited lähtuvad vene keele vastetest, nt ras-phen- < Russian рас-сказать ‘jutustama’.

Erinevused Läti ja Eesti Lotfitka murrakutes
Erinevused Lätics ja Eestis kõneldavate Lotfitka murrakute vahel on eelkõige märgatav sõnavara põhjal, kuid need kajastuvad ka teistel tasanditel. Süstemaatiliseks erinevuseks on foneetilised muutused Läti Lotfitka murrakus, mis on Eesti Lotfitka murrakus väiksemal määral levinud või millest Eesti Lotfitka murrak on kõrvale jäänud.

Tabel 1. Häälikumuutused Eesti ja Läti Lotfitka murrakutes

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Algupärane vorm</th>
<th>Eesti Lotfitka</th>
<th>Läti Lotfitka</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>pš metatees</td>
<td>pšal (phal &lt; phral) ‘vend’</td>
<td>pšal (&lt; phal) špal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>kš metatees</td>
<td>kšil (&lt; khil) ‘või’</td>
<td>škil, kšil škil</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>tf &gt; ft metatees</td>
<td>Lotf ika ‘lätlane’, Lotfitka ‘läti’</td>
<td>Lotfitka Loftos</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>tk &gt; kt metatees</td>
<td>Lotfitka ‘läti’, bogitku ‘vaene’</td>
<td>Lotfitka Lotfikta, bogiktu</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>t’ &gt; č</td>
<td>rat’a ‘ööd’</td>
<td>rat’a, rača rača</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>kh’ &gt; kš’</td>
<td>dikh’a ‘nägi’</td>
<td>dikh’a dikš’a</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>th &gt; č(h)</td>
<td>lathel ‘leidma’</td>
<td>lathel lač(h)el</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ph- helilistumine sõnas phuč-</td>
<td>phuč- ‘küsimaa’</td>
<td>phuč- buč-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Läti keelest pärit helitu palataalne sulghäälik k</td>
<td>űka ‘köök’</td>
<td>č’eeč’a keeka</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>r &gt; l sõnas ripirel</td>
<td>ripirel ‘mäletama’</td>
<td>ripirel lipirel</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>baga- &gt; gaba- metatees</td>
<td>baga- ‘laulma’</td>
<td>gaba-, baga- gaba-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sõnaalguline v- sõnas ašti</td>
<td>ašti ‘saama, oskama’</td>
<td>ašti/vašti vašti</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lõppsilbis o-hääliku kõrgenemine o &gt; u</td>
<td>kirlo ‘kurk (kurgu)’</td>
<td>kirlo kirlu</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Uuendusena häälidokse Eesti Lotfitka murrakus Läti palataliseeritud sulghääliku ķ palataliseeritud helitu afrikaadi č'-na.

Eesti Lotfitka murrakusse ei ole mitmed foneetilised muudatused üldse levinud, nagu häälikumuutused, mis on toimunud üksikutes sõnades ning ei mõjuta teisi analoogse struktuuriga sõnu, nagu r-i asendamine Läti Lotfitka murrakus l-iga sõnas ripirel > lipirel ‘mäletama’ või ph helilistumine b-ks sõnas phuc- > buč- ‘küsimা’.


Mõlemas murrakus on küllaltki levinud o kõrgenemine lõppsilbis u-ks, nt ko > ku ‘juurde, juures’, mo > mu ‘minu (m)’. Samas on mitmesilbilistes sõnades Eesti Lotfitkas see muutus vähele levinud, seega eelistatakse Eesti Lotfitkas pigem esimesi variante ja Läti Lotfitkas teisi: kirlo > kirlu ‘kurk (kurgu)’, baaro > baaru ‘suur’ ja lajkos > lajkus ‘aeg’.

Mānušsi ja teiste (1997: 14) hinnangul on see muutus toimunud Läti murrete mõjul – Kurzeme piirkonnas asunud või on asunud romad hääldavad algupärase o-häälikut ainult u-na ja Vidzeme piirkonna romad u või o-na.

Veel üks konservatiivse vormi säilimise näide Eesti Lotfitkas on modaaltesusõna ‘saama, võima’ vorm ašti, mis esineb Eesti Lotfitkas algupärase ašti-na ning innovatiivse v-algulise vašti-na. Läti Lotfitkas esineb ainult sõnaalgulise v-ga variant.
Süstemaatiline häälikumuutus kirderühma roma murretes on ka palataliseeritud sulghäälikute $d'$, $t'$ ja $kh'$ muutumine $d' > dž'$, $t' > č'$ ja $kh' > kš'$, nagu sõnades ripird’a > ripirdž’a ‘mäletas’, lat’a > lač’a ‘leidis’, dikh’a > dikš’a ‘nägi’. Muutus on süstemaatiliselt märgatav ka muus sõnavaras, nt id’a > idž’a ‘riided’, rat’a > rač’a ‘ööd’. Selline häälikumuutus on kaugeimale arenenud Poola roma murdes. Xaladytka (Vene) murre jääb nendest muutustest peamiselt kõrvale. Samas Läti Lotfitka murrakus on häälikumuutus kaugemale arenenud kui Eesti Lotfitkas, nt dikš’a > dikš’a ‘nägi’ või xot’ > xoč’ ‘kuigi’. Vorm dikš’a ei esine ühegi Eesti informandi könes, kuid on levinud Läti Lotfitkas, samas xot’ ja xoč’ esinevad mõlemad Eesti Lotfitka murrakus. Läti Lotfitka suurem mõjutatus on ühel poolt põhjendatav geograafilise paiknemisega: Poolast on muutused levinud Balti regiooni roma murretesse ning alles seejärel Eesti Lotfitkasse. Eestis aeglustab muutuste levikut ka kümme korda väiksem roma kogukond kui Lätis.

Peale häälikumuutuste on keeleerisusi ja -arenguid ka morfoloogias, sündaksis ja leksikas. Sidendeid (complementizer) puudutaval on Eesti Lotfitka murrakus samuti mõningaid konservatiivsied jooni. Modaallausest sidend te on Eesti Lotfitka murrakus kohustuslik, samas kui Läti Lotfitkas võib selle ära jätta. Sidend kaj (kujul ki) on kahel Eesti Lotfitka kõnelejal säilinud episteemiliste lausete sidendina ja ühel neist manipulatsioonilise lause sidendina. Läti Lotfitkas on ühel kõnelejal ki säilinud episteemiliste lausete sidendina, teistel on sidend kaj asendunud läti keelest jäljendatud romakeelse sõnaga sir ‘kuidas’ või vene keele eeskujul romakeelse sõnaga so ‘mis’.

Eesti ja Läti Lotfitka murrakutes on võimalik sõna definiitsust esile tõsta demonstratiivpronoomeniga da ‘see’. Eesti Lotfitkas on da laiemalt grammatikaliseerunud, kuid sama tendentsi näeb ka Läti Lotfitka murrakus. Lisaks Lotfitka murdele on see tendents levinud ka teistes kirderühma roma murretes.


Verbide puhul varieerub Lotfitka murdes ainsuse 3. pöörde lõpp, milleks on kas algupärane lõpp -el või kreekka keelest laenatud lõpp -i. Kreekka keelest laenatud lõppu -i kasutatakse laensõnadega ja see on enam levinud Läti Lotfitka murrakus kui Eesti Lotfitkas. Üldiselt
Liidetakse pöördelöpp -i laenatud verbe integreeriva sufiksi -in- järele, kuid Läti Lotfitkas on üsna levinud ka suffiksi -in- ärajätmine ja laenatud pöördelöpu lisamine võõrtüvele.

Laenatud verbide partitsiibi tunnus -ime(n) on Eesti Lotfitka murrakus säilinud, kuid mitte Läti Lotfitka murrakus.

Läti Lotfitka murrakus on enesekohased enkliitikud isikustatud vormidega, Eesti Lotfitka murrakus kasutatakse Xaladytka murdes levinud umbisikulist kliitikut pes kõrvuti isikustatud vormidega.


Uurimistöö täiendab seniseid andmeid kohalike roma murrete kohta ning juhib tähelepanu kahe eri murde esinemisele Eestis. Magistritöö on keskendunud eelkõige Eesti Lotfitka murraku kirjeldamisele ning võrdlusele Eestis ja lähinaabruses kõnelavate murretega. Eesti Lotfitka murrak on muutumas aina enam iseseisvaks Läti Lotfitka murrakust ning seetõttu on oluline kogukonna ja kõnolejate toetamisel arvestada just kohaliku murraku eripäradega.

Uurimistöö raames ei ole kogutud keelenäiteid suurima roma kogukonnaga Valgast, kuhu praeguseni suunduvad elama Lätist pärit romad. Sealsed Lotfitka kõnelejad võivad seetõttu enam kokku puutuda Läti romadega ja olla rohkem mõjutatud Läti Lotfitka murrakus toimuvatest muutustest. Valga roma kogukonna keele uurimine eeldab omaette käsitlust, mitte üksnes tõlkeküsimustikust lähtumist. Lisaks Lotfitka murdele on oluline uurida Xaladytka murde olukorda, mis ei ole Eestis mõjutamata jäänud Lotfikta murdest, ning võib olla distantsi tõttu jäänud kõrvalte ka mõnedest Xaladytka murdega toimunud muutustest.